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' Golden WalV Shows
As Overseer on Estate

ied and True Romantic Material Used in Making of This World Film Pic-
ture Starring Carlyle Blackwell—So Cleverly Handled as to FurnishRapid, Interesting Entertainment—Large Cast of Favorites.
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MORM.A TALMADGE
THE SAFETY CURTAlK

"The Safety Curtain" was photographed by Edward Wynard and Alfred Moses
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LEAH BAIRD GOES
TO NEW CONCERN
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WYER AND HUCK FINN IN FILMS

IRENE CASTLE
QUITS SCREEN

IN PATHS; FILM
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METRO TO SCREEN
PATRIOTIC DRAMA
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i ROBERT STEVENS
NOW WITH METRO

Your skin



CTEVE
By HAROLD LOCKWOOD

Filming
"Fatty"
By FRITZI REMONT
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Why Husbands Leave Home
An Interview With Cecil B. DeMille

By MEDIA MISTLEY

«'¥ suppose you would never have thought to
J, ask me such a question if it were not

that I was engaged ir. making
Old Wives For New.' "

Cecil B. DeMille, director-
general of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corpora¬
tion, leaned back, with his
hands clasping his knee—a
favorite pose—and looked
at me quizzically. And
right then and there I dis¬
covered that when Cecil
DeMille looks at you quiz¬
zically, you grow most un¬
comfortable. There is a

peculiar quality about his
eyes, which are surrounded
by little lines when he she is 10 and he is
assumes a fixed gaze. You
aren't sure whether he is gomg to smile or frown the next mo- a
ment, and I can imagine that if I were an actor or actress w

it differently. There is a great difference, dont
you see? At first, you simply asked me

to talk on the thesis—why men leave
home. I could have' generalized;

'Why do husbands leave
home?' with an emphasis
on the 'do.'"

"But you forget," I in¬
sisted, "that you yourself
stated that I would never
have asked you the ques¬
tion if you had not been
working on the picture.
As a matter of fact, I did
not ask you the question in
so many words."

"I stand corrected. And
I maintain, still, there is a
difference. There may be

isand reasons why husbands leave home — generalities
suffice on that proposition; but if you ask me directly,

and then they are married, and she begins to wear
kimonos around the house

till he relaxed. Perhaps this is caused by his habit of looking direct answer, must I not
at scenes, as he directs them, as an artist looks at a picture— I hope that you will, I
with a purposely- blurred
vision, the better to gain a
comprehensive idea of the
composition.

"Being a stranger to
you," I said finally, in an¬
swer to his remark, "it is
probable that I should have
started off differently, at
least, were it not that this
time-old query being, as I
understand it, the basic
idea of the picture, it
struck me as apropos-
why do husbands leave

"Ah," he observed, re¬
laxing his gaze and allow¬
ing his eyes to wander
over my head, somewhere
into space, "now you put

asked Mr. DeMille, with a smile,
answered, laughingly.

■ "And why? Why should
I I, simply because I happen
] to be directing a picture
• dealing with the fact ot a
| husband leaving home, nec-
t essarily imply that I a
I qualified to answer
A question?" ,
1 "I know your methods
! by hearsay; I understan
I you study every story
I fore making it, down to
I the most infinitesimal

tail. So it naturally fo!
I lows that you mus

I recovered my equ^ Jg
iY DAV which had been somewna

(Fifty-four)

I he Beau tifu 1 *&rfu,E

AND WHILE HE IS at the office, she diets like t

creature at best?" Mr. DeMille considered the
Occasionally, yes; but I believe the normal man is

to stay by his own fireside if the illusion and a

entirely dispelled by mar¬
riage."
. Dont you take love
into account at all ?"

"It depends on what
you imply by the word.
It is quite possible, tho
probably in almost iso¬
lated cases, that the soft
passion may persist even
aftei all charm or physi¬cal attractiveness has
vanished. There is no
doubt such a thing as the
mating of minds, or
souls, or whatever you

plained by some such
g]c. Rm the fact re¬

nins that these cases ..W1IYe exceptions. Of

(Fifty-five)

disturbed by this logomachy, "as
fact, I have. Do you want it in
English, or shall I camouflage it ?"

"Go on—put it in the plainest
terms; call a spade a spade; I'm
not squeamish, being a wril

"H'm! Were I a writer,
I might take umbrage at
that. However, here you
are: Husbands leave home
because their wives are
no longer physically at-

"Surely, that isn't the

"No," he answered
quickly, "but it is the
most potent. If I had
time, I would like to get
together the records of the
divorce courts of half-a-
dozen of the biggest cities
and study them. I'll wager

"Dont you think," I suggested, in a last, weak defense of my

e, when two people have grown old—or,
to quote from the book, remained young

together—it is unlikely they will, in
later life, stray apart, tho this,

too, happens at times. There's
a certain period in married

life that must be crossed;
Kipling had it when he
said, in effect, that there
came .a time in the life of
every married couple
when they found them¬
selves hating one another
heartily. If, he continued,
that period were success¬
fully bridged, there was a
good chance of their mar-

smoothly thereafter.
However, to get down to
the present work, in this

:ourse, she is not, so the win- book of David Graham
closed Phillips, which Miss
MacPherson has made into a photoplay and which I am pro¬
ducing, the situation is somewhat different. Here a couple marry
in haste, and later on the husband—a really decent chap, more
so than most men—finds that he has outgrown his wife. That
is to say, she has allowed herself to retrograde in every way

matters pertaini fry
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refinement in his wife?" Mr. DeMille asked.
"Well, no; but "
"Wait. Would you call it base

a man to leave a nagging, inef¬
fectual, distasteful wife for a
woman who was all that
the wife might have been
If she had been lifted with
intelligence

"Environment — f. i d -

dlesticks! I beg your par¬
don, but that word grates
at times. It is used to
cover so many things —

yes, camouflage; bless
that word! She was sim¬
ply a young animal, sat¬
isfied with ease and food
and idleness; she had her

faithful husband "
"And she failed to profit by it ?"
"Exactly!"
"Perhaps it was the fault of her early training—education."
"Perhaps it was; but does that imply that a man must, be-

Hold a Husband!' I'll venture it will have a

salutary effect on a lot of careless women

'Murdock—the man, if I recall
it—was faithful, seeking di¬

vorce before "
"Yes, tho if it hadn't

been for the providential
train-wreck, there's no

telling; but, at that time,
the . had
reckoned with. Her com¬

plete submission to love
had not then taken place."

"Then you admit love
had something to do with

"Certainly; but love in
the guise of a wholly ap¬
pealing woman—dont you

"I see one thing," I re¬
marked, as I was about to leave him—"I'm going to witness
that picture if I have to go ten miles to do so."

"This man Phillips used to be termed a writer of men.
Critics used to say that he didn't know and couldn't write of
a real woman," continued Mr. DeMille.

s lacking in those essentials, remain linked to
"Perhaps they

maliciously.
"She was, then, to all indications, entirely desirable. How "He knew worm

could he know then that
she would become—what
she did?"

"It wasn't her fault
she grew fat."

"But it was. She did
nothing and ate rich

"Oh!" Mentally, I went
over my own bill of fare
and made some deletions.
"And then "

"Well, isn't your ques¬
tion answered ?"

"Then, am I to take it,
this picture is to be a
brief for infidelity?"

re right," I remarked, just a little
'

repeated the producer, firmly. "He
knew their real selves,
their weaknesses, their
way of condoning things
in themselves at the ex¬
pense of others, even
their own husbands.
The fact that you-a
woman—will not admit
the wife's wrong way of
thinking proves my con-

"What "
"Exactly that. A wo¬

man will never adffli
the real weaknesses o
her sex—to a man. That
you will not admit Mr •
Murdock's, proves that
Phillips knew woman-
kind. ■

"But the averag
(Fifty-tit)
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waiting machine,
of the third act that Lucille's

•Mk- felt herself sway each1 feiL The people were ap¬

ings to congratulate her upon i
•••w different i' all was from :

one sensation she had was i

husband has a different life," I said. "He
in the whirl of things. His mental and
physical exercise keeps him in trin

"The modern wife has no need
to be and should not be
kitchen or boudoir sloven,
as the case may be." Mr.
DeMille paused.

Then he continued: "It
is typically American to
sympathize with the
wife always," he phil¬
osophized. "Recall any
murder or divorce case.

We idealize the wife,
paint her virtues, blacken
the man, and think we're
standing by the bulwarks
of our civilization."

"In reality "
"In reality, we're mak¬

ing men hide their domes¬
tic bitterness and seek their comforts—let us say—se

"Then, candy—being a tissue-builder—is one of ou
little home-wreckers?" I asked. "A harmless bon-bon
the first step to the divorce court! When a wife buys i
of chocolates, she may be purchasing a pretty blonde

domestic ideal comes crashing to earth."
"It's always possible to eliminate break¬

fast," said I. "But, seriously, matri¬
mony, from your masculine view¬

point, seems to be a matter of
food and dieting — which,

you'll admit, is a mascu¬
line way of looking at
any problem."

"Married 1 i f e," re¬
marked the producer, "is
a series of tiny adjust¬
ments. It all depends
upon how well one team
member adjusts himself

—^herself —to the

"That, of course, is all
part of the general do¬
mestic adjustment."

"VVhat are the real danger signals for the young bride?" I
queried. For Mr. DeMille did show an amazing insight into
wedded bliss.

"There are three bad symptoms: First, a slight flush, noted
when wifey asks hubby just how sweetums spent the day; see-

for hubby without realizing the horrible, horrible truth."
"Candy is but part of it. Carelessness sums it all up. I've

tried to bring out the gradual development of the Murdocks
in my visualization of
'Old Wives For New'— I
how little things became |
big things, until the I
break comes. Success- I
ful married life depends 1
upon the combatants I
keeping interested in one I
another. That means, I
each one must be inter- f
esting to the other.

"The breakfast table I
is one of the very real 1
rocks upon which matri- 1
monial bliss crashes. I
The husband looks over I
his coffee and sees—in- I
stead of the fascinating I
Pink-and-white goddess Ihe married—a lazy crea- I
ture in paper curls—and
so on. And another

ond, a sort of breaking-out, when hubby 'phones sweetie and
tells her that he must stay at the office with the boss for special
night work; third, a high fever — and this is serious — when

the young husband stops

**;} at 'lc hcirliK- disliked in--.
v. ay.'" said Archer,

, -ii i°. he advisable, Miss C.WUI be interviewed, you know.?ar a°d all that sort of thin™ f. •

,nei'^ uiMowti whi)< niiV
r P'm- 10 te!' the truth Mr \u1 fan afford a more cx; -1
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The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds
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Tempered Steel
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The Rose of the World

INCE LISTED FOR
THIRTY-TWO FILMS
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MAE MURRAY
HER DECREE

Tells Court of Sad Marital Experience Which Ended on

Wedding Day—Theda Bara Denies

Being Engaged.

By E. V.
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I "It went along in such fashion fbr some years—too said he had thought th<

many years. But I never took thought that maybe M'liss well over. M'liss, all sur
ought to be knowin' more than just to be so spunky and her home, all sociable at
so cute. Guess she seemed so 18-karat to me" I didn't "At the door of the i ;rJ™>

I
once said, had never had any.

'• Til buy you another tomorrow, M'liss,' I said, after "That, thought I, aint the only thing M'liss aint had.
I'd dug a proper grave for the departed, and we, sole But I held my tongue. An' after a spell or so M'liss and
mourners-'Bummer' having flopped, owin' to grief, no him had things goin' hummin'. In a month Mister
doubt strolled back to the ranch-house. Charles Gray was beamin' all over his face and tellin'

Bayone
Photo-Gems Cut from Choice Plays L

I

flhe time and were all shook up at leavin' a high-stake brother back East. How they'd planned to come West,
game so sudden. They thought the sheriff was some in- and do for 'Bummer,' to whom all the dust was left, an

nnnS1(ButtetheyC^pitched the cards and were off 'The money. An' then, under the sheriff's piercing eye, Petersonschoolmaster has busted jail!' was the cry. accusfed Mexican Joe. chalky under his greasy hide, of the

(T} ArV thev all came crowdin'back to me, my thoughts the ^ H^totd^ rotten'tal* Funn^'Tt she slid,!f!er my'nde wL^TLtan^wrs'wttLw
then things transpired. It came out Jhan\^B""™tten time I coached 'em over from^ovvn^Ae^way ■ seemed just like the development of the germ I'd had with M'liss perched on my knee; 'an' after that . . . an'^ummer^-B^'Bumie^tin^unfortunately dead, -Ae q^stions he aVoman as decoy^some- ■ 11coached he to]d ug how he and "'""we'redoing to be uproariously happy,' said CharlesfntrSelbg„fmS:;howd money . I -,he Parker woman was servants to <BummerV rich Gray "
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The Most Talked About Event

rpi

'The Motion Picture Hall of Fame"
in Screenland's History for 1918

players of either sex may be voted foT^thJS
printed elsewhere in this issue. In selecting then

ceiving the greatest number of votes at the conelusion of the contest will be entitled to have thei
portraits painted for "The Motion Picture Hall o

much like that of
serial picture—the longer it runs, the keener the
interest grows. There is now no doubt that this
most remarkable expression of public opinion,with the novel rewards and conditions of the con¬

test, has struck its full stride. The startling fact
that the leading portrait painters of America will
be engaged to paint life-size oil portraits of the
twelve greatest players in Motion Pictures, and
that these portraits will make a triumphal tour of
the leading picture theaters of the United States,
after which they will be sent to Washington as a
permanent exhibition, has set every one to talking.
The thousands of letters that accompany the votinj
coupons are eloquent testimony of what
ers think of "The Motion Picture Hall of Fame.'

What the Players Think of It
A prominent player, well known for the brain:

that he has put into his art, writes lis in part a:
follows: "In line with every so-called boostin|
contest, on first thought, my judgment
'The Motion Picture Hall of Fame' was simply
another scheme to center prominence upon your
publication. But after analyzing the absolutely
fair conditions of your contest and the safeguard:
that you have placed around it, I feel that I
confess to you in writing that, it appeals to me
strongly. You are attempting to do something big
for the picture players as well as for the profes¬
sion. Motion Pictures must be constantly seeking
higher and higher altitudes of fact and fancy.
You are flying high. Your aim to help make Mo¬
tion Pictures a worthy and dignified art as ex¬
pressed thru its players is to be highly commended.
Your idea of establishing a 'Motion Picture Hall
of Fame' is not only novel, but worthy of the cre¬
ative genius of your Editors. T realize what the
successful conclusion of this contest will mean for
my profession and will use my constant and best
endeavors to help you."

Easy Rules for "The Twelve Immortals"
The rules of the Motion Picture Hall of Fame

live in s

that a miniature "Hall of Fame" will be 'repduced in the pages of the Motion Picture Ma
zine and that the winners' portraits will be psented to them in all the fullness of color ;
detail of the original paintings.

all the vote is extremely well distributed, anc
hardly any familiar name is missing from the lis:

make this the worthiest, bestand mostbS-estin

3k-

r ?J-V.

The Latest and Greatest Is the Rivoli Theater
Rothapfel's Newest Screen and Musical Temple on Broadway, New York
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of Billy's sermon
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y?lA*&sgi*°ow-"
"Oh, should it?" I snapped
[ting up straight in a cozy chaii-
at was wickedly tempting. "Well

smmM
aeiato thTfloCCePt a-b°Ut WHat dens
down home, and tte "^"^vege¬
tables. ■ May I tell them that ?"

She hesitated a moment, doubt-

fU"Well, if you think they would be

all that. Do as you like, tho."
So, with that little bit of permis-

tiful plantationTn'oeSgkraises1 a
,1 wonderful crop of the finest vege-

Sgj tables and fruit, while the Allison
™

north "Georgia. ^Of couTse^th? ten'"

ONCE upon a time,mm
Ihead thrown back, her sweet voice soaring, like a lark's,

j thatrt' was good, and that she was happy. g
I Six months later, with her blue eyes dark withunshed

ders, 'this' samehgirlWwhispered halfTloud^'Ls^i'rtalking' ders, this same girl whispered half-aloud, as if talking
to the dear, familiar things around her-the old oak

] where "Squeegee," the squirrel, who was her very good
friend, had his home; the swaying dogwood trees where

.the first blooms of springtime always welcomed her; the
|little brook which mirrored the tall, lacev ferns; Blue-
1 Bird Gap, a tiny speck of smoke on the'horizon: "I'm i
I going away, away to win fame and fortune! Oh, it

breaks my heart to leave you, but I'll come back some

h5iSiil'"wn"
Allison. And now that her adored father had

passed away,, she and her mother, alone in the world,
had decided to go to New York and try for an operatic
career for the girl, whose lovely voice had hitherto been

to gain a career, and she ,
has done more than any one in all the world could have ;
done for me," is the proud saying of her young daughter DIRECTED "socia

n°For ^wo' years the girl worked hard and earnestly
™nd hills ofher Gewgia

home. There she had imagined Ae rocks and trees and

the hard work was too much for the never very robust
girl, adndthafteyw° ye^r®^et^0^?^^°TatLr the

^ceffifsTwKh^FoxTn "A^oof ThereVasV in which

Then to Yorke-Metro, opposite the same

Tut "having^conquered the world o£ ,! iS£ye€b£hIf
g/.:

<hSm£^™HSwrf"as2d" 1
■ M^rl 1

Who's Who in Starland

psqws"



the JorjS stairway \
plished ? Or the s
nam Wood comes

thousands of men
meadows with the protecting, leafy boughs I.
held before their faces—a veritable for- [. Iest? Pictorially wonderful, and even the fei
lines are not lost, as those who saw the
exquisite if silent rendering of the lines, f' *'Stand not upon the order of your going, / S
but go at once," will remember. Think of : i
the generation to whom plays like this *
may be a splendid visual memory rather [
than associated with a much belined school-
book or a few quotations! (Who said fthat Shakespeare has written more quota- [

else he ever read?)

White."
_

these: "Wildflower," "The Amazons," I
"Seven Swans," "Snow White," the inter- i
esting Bab stories of Mrs. - Rhinehart, !
"Bab's Diary" and "Bab's Burglar,'' the t
idyllic "Prunella," and my latest, "Rich I
Man, Poor Man," yet to be released. [

I make on an average eight pictures a ;
year, each followed, if possible, by two jweeks' rest out of town. But usually j
many things interfere. There are inter- j

sider, plays to read (for I select my own j
pictures), photographs to sit for—indeed,
fifty things to do which take all the time

hundred a week. I try to read them all, L
I but if I cannot, some one does, and every !
| request for a photograph is fully granted, LiUsually eleven hundred of the letters t

ask for photographs. Figure this o»t in I
I terms of a dozen for yourself!

murderess c

value. Those with i

hands should be mor

these things.
To stage-struck girls, however, I have !;

Dne thine to sav. So many of them ask

mCl * 't'" * am St'" doing ^ i
Tolstoi tells of a peasant who, while i'

plowing a field, was asked by a priest
how he would spend the rest of the day
if he knew that he were to die at its close.
His answer to the priest is much the same ;
as mine to those who ask how to "spend

! the time between now and success. The
I peasant answered, "I would plow.", And
! this surely is the only way to gain any- '

thing worth; while and to keep it. I know, j
. J because I am still plowing.

I think that this phase in me took itself out in the feel¬
ing that I was really a fairy-person, perhaps even a
princess—tho I did not quite aspire to that—condemned
to mortal existence until such time as the spell would
break and I should be free forever to return to the green
or the red or blue fairy-book from which I had issued.
Until then, to be sure, I should wear Marguerite Clark's
clothes, sleep in Marguerite Clark's bed, study her les¬
sons, and to all appearances be Marguerite Clark, but—
the—day—would—come!

One afternoon I was sent with a message to the sister
who was rehearsing some of the older girls in a play.
It happened that the play was one from the convent
library with which I was familiar, and when I arrived
the leading-lady was stumbling very badly over her lines.
Ordinarily, I was shy and would never have dreamt of
speaking to any of the older girls, so imagine their sur¬
prise, as well as my own, when I heard myself sud¬
denly piping up, not only with the forgotten lines,
but the proper accompanying business as well.

Whether the girl refused to play after that, I dont
remember, but the sisters' reproving suggestion that per¬
haps they would have to let "little Marguerite have the
part" was carried out, and I played the leading role.
That was the beginning, and after that I was. usually
given the leading parts for lack of any one else to do
them, I suppose.

I realized, I think, the years of work and struggle and
disappointment ahead of me even if no success should
ever be mine—and realized this to a greater extent, per¬
haps, than most novices do—still my ambition for a stage
career shaped itself quite definitely before I was fifteen,
and upon leaving the convent I came to New York to
study with this end in view.

Milton Aborn chanced to see me in an amateur (withthe exception of my dramatic school certificate) pro¬
duction, and offered me my first chance—a position in
the chorus of his opera company. Thus I made my debutwith him in Baltimore, Maryland, and by the time I had
a few lines to say in "The Bohemian Girl" and an un¬
known admirer was sending me flowers at every per-

MARGUERITE CLWEDS
LIEUT. H.P. WILLIAMS,L.

j She ITas Married on Thursday
of Few Friends—Now in Atlantic

City-

due not so much to the fact of ray
birth as to the fact of his! Then I
grieved very much because I had no
birthday entirely devoted to my own
use, until a little neighbor envied me
my good fortune and I thought bet¬
ter of a contemplated change.
My father was a merchant in Cin¬
cinnati and my mother was a young
society woman of that city, who had
not the slightest hope in the world, I
fancy, that her daughter would i

success on the stage, to say noth¬
ing of the screen, which was at tha
:ime an unknown dream. As far a

I know, I have no actor-ancestors nor,
indeed, any one who even loved the
theater very much, so the desire for
the stage in me, like Topsy, must
have "just growed."
But grow it did, and circumstances
shaped themselves to allow my

ambitions to become realized.
and father

I was eleven
3 old and I was

the care of my
doubt if

many parentless
children are

plied with
happy and satis¬
fying a substi-

as I received.
They tell me that the

army of chorus-
firls who come
om the F.F.V.'s

is the largest in the
world, unless it is
outnumbered by
the stars who be¬
gan their drama-

anc caiccf which h
nong the pines and hil!
she had imagined the rc

WHENE^fe itis suggested to
me to tell the

story of my life, I
always remember
and appreciate the
attitude of the
farmer who, when
asked if he had spent
his whole life upon
the farm, answered
most emphatically, "No, not yet!" For the "not yet" of
one's existence is, to me, the only part to be reckoned
with or worth the telling. But of my. life thus far there
is, of course, a little to say, and I will say it, beginning
with the first really important event, as all well-regulated
life-stories begin.

This happened in Avortdale, Ohio, a few years back,
we will say, tho not quite so few as many of my little
friends all over the world profess to believe. In spite
of their theories, I am in long dresses, I do not wear my
hair down my back, and altho I sometimes play with
dolls, I really am beyond the age when one confesses
it boldly and in public.

My birthday is the twenfy-second of February—-Wash¬
ington's birthday—a fact which I deplored as soon as I
realized that the holiday celebrations on that day are

Jc) 60

convent. But my first
aptitude for the stage did
display itself during the
three years which I spent at
the Ursuline convent in Ohio.

I had always been fond
readirig, and literally lived in a fairy-
world, curled up in a corner of the convent garden when
I should have been playing and exercising with the other
girls. I have heard that nearly all children, at r "**
period in their lives—scientists say that that is a
fectly normal phase in their development—secretly be¬
lieve that they are not living the life assigned to them
by birth; that they have been adopted in some mysterious
way, and one day may expect their real parents, who
will carry them off to their proper station lr

formance, I began to think that I was doing very well f
indeed. And then along came a note from Mr. Alan
Dale saying that everybody loved me, but that if I loved
them, for heaven's sake to please stop singing! I could
not sing, it appeared, according to the critic, tho I had
been doing so, recklessly.

This may have been one reason why I did not care
for musical-comedy, altho I missed its excitement when
I left it occasionally for straight comedy and drama. I
played with Mr. De Wolf Hopper later, as ingenue sou-

bret in "Mr. Pickwick," fol¬
lowing this with "Happyland," a
revival of "Wang," "The Pied
Piper"—my first child part—
finally becoming prima donna
and creating the role of Nadine
in "The Beauty Spot." My first
opportunity to star was given
me by the Shuberts in their pro¬
duction, "The Wishing Ring."

And how I hated starring and
its responsibilities, even tho it
meant a mile or two along the
road to success! I was at once
made to understand that if the
house was empty, it was the

star's fault not the fault
of the play or the
weather. If the house

was full, the play
must be good. If a

scene fell down,
the star didn't

slip on the

member of the cast could, of course, be traced to the
star! Each part, however, with its own particular diffi¬
culties, was a stepping-stone for the next, bringing me
nearer the work for which I was most happily fitted.

My first telling work was in "Baby Mine," in which
I created the role of Zoie Hardy. At this time Mme.
Bernhardt was playing in a theater near-by, and after
my performance I would run to her theater on the
chance of seeing her in her dressing-room. Mme. Bern¬
hardt is, to my mind, the greatest actress the world has
ever known, and my greatest inspiration. Her portrait,
as L'Aiglon, with the inscription. "A Ma Gentile

^Camarade, Marguerite Clark," is one of my dearest
possessions.

After one exceptionally wonderful appearance, I
wanted to shower her with roses in sheer gratitude, but r
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Dubious news

home cheer



for engagements. And, sure enough, the engagements
came. Faster and faster they came, until the bureau
managers, confronted with the evidence that the people
did want a Lincoln monolog, again opened their arms, or,
at any rate, their books, to the man who had fought so
hard to realize his dream.

It is true, as Benjamin Chapia says, that when he
began to impersonate Lincoln there was no real resem-
b 1 a n c e. His photographs
prove this. It was a question
of make-up and costume, but
the years of trying to look
like Lincoln, to talk, to think,
even to live like Lincoln,
have developed an actual
likeness that is unmistakable.

It is a curious experience
to go about with him. Eleva¬
tor boys turn suddenly seri¬
ous as he steps into their car.
It seems to me that they
shut the door more gently,
that they stand back with un¬
wonted deference for him to

pass out. Waiters take his
order with a respect which is
subtly different from their
usual manner. Taxi drivers touch their caps with a quick
change of expression. Children clutch at their mothers'
skirts with a startled movement, and other strange things
happen.

Mr. Chapin. "With my camera-man I was leav
office-building by way of the main entrance, whe
men passed in thru the swinging door as I went out
first man and I were face to face for a second c
and I saw in his eyes a look of puzzled recognitic
look we have when we see a face that is famili
which we cannot definitely place.

"The strange thing about the encounter v

the blending of associations.
He was reminded of Lin¬
coln, but all he was conscious
of was the suggestion ot
some one who had been his
ideal of goodness. All I ask
people to believe is that m
trying to represent such a

... man as'Lincoln was I h^e
a full sense of my obligation

to do it as worthily as possible. No man in
passed thru greater trials; none was greater-- >
no head of a torn nation ever felt his responsibility more
keenly: none was ever a greater^martyr to his country.^ ,,,pen. Reemy ; none was ever a greaLci nidiL^i — t thing-

I had a remarkable experience the other day," said can truthfully depict Lincoln, I have done a grea
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Where with Harry Solter. T f
the steady grind of st »

up her private life oi v
near Westwood, New "
two years she was perfi tc
put the thoughts of p i
mind. And then, lik< "
those who belong to t m
theatricals, she found H
restless, and finally, he
Laemmle of Universal .

offered her a contract (
had to measure high ii ri!
Florence Lawrence is he
actresses today), Miss an
Over at the Fort Lee s q.Miss Lawrence produ
belle." But the two or
two years of home sur tr(
bedded themselves mc toi
Lawrence's soul than

m(
found that she was ve:

things annoyed her t' USI
hours seemed longer; Wa
that being Mrs. Solter
for her, and she abai
art finally for the call ?nc
in Westwood, New , ing
her time mainly worki s q
more especially of late
She is vastly intereste

York theaters.
Recently at the Cas

wood, N. J., an enter
for the. benefit of th
In honor of Miss 1 <1
worked unsparingly
the fund, Tolstoy's ' i
made in 1909 by D
reeled off. Miss La J
Johnson played the ste' |the mechanical defect S
ers presented as fail 1
as we might look for et |
day equipments. Flc 1
this little one-reel p

,

remarkable illustratio '■
ing; and from the p' i
is to be deplored th; i
being turned to accour *
as that of her co-woi

among whom were M
Moore, Mack Senn
Herbert Prior, and m
Lawrence—beg pard> ~ ,

leading" such a ve^y J "■ [
i while private life decil
( screen's loss is manj t h a

"

T REALLY think it was the Sassy Jane
I dress," explained Mary Miles Minter,
1 ruefully. "Sassy Jane took it right

off her own shapely little shoulders
for me, and Sassy Jane is such an irre-
sistibly bubbling little creature that
perhaps some of her invincible spirit
had been absorbed by the dress."

And, with Sassy Jane's adven-
turesome spirit added to Mary
Miles Minter's vivacity, some-
thing was bound to happen.

Miss Minter, in plain words, JeA \\ 1failed to appear at the studio one * \
afternoon. There was consterna- ^^HH£tibn there, for she is always the
pink of perfection when it comes
to sweetness of temper and willing-
ness to work. But all one lone
afternoon a worried mother and a

harassed director were anxiously HI
awaiting her return.

All on account of Sassy Jane's
visit to the studio at Santa Barbara,
where Miss Minter films her adorable
pictures, for the American Film
Company.

Sassy Jane, you know^ is the young
girl who invented the Sassy Jane" apron
dress and bonnet. She is an admirer H
of Mary, and one morning she drove out ■
to see the wee screen star, and the two v
spent a jolly morning. When Sassy Jane 1
was about to leave, Mary eyed her cunninglittle pink gingham dress and bonnet enviously.
"get away from here!" stormed the gar¬

dener. but mary only thrust out her
little pink tongue and went right

on kicking holes in the sod

v "I love that dress," she said, w i s 1t u 11 y. Sassy/V Jane impulsively dragged Mary right into the
1 \ dressing-room and peeled off the sassy little dress.
8&\ "You put it right on." she said. "I'll put my longIIP*, coat over my petticoat, and no one will ever
■km know that I haven't a dress on."
Wr "Nothing of the sort," responded Mary, gayly.K "We'll trade." Sassy Jane broke into bubbling™

smiles.
"Just to think," she said, in awe, smoothing the folds ofthe little silk gown Miss Minter had taken off,

"that I would ever be actually inside of any- ^thing that Mary Miles Minter had worn!
. My, but I'm a lucky girl!" HA
j But that started things. /WB

With the gay and sassy little dress J|fl

•! am afraid that Mary stuck out her little
- pink tongue at the gardener. She admits it
herself, and she sorrowfully blanies it on the
influence of the Sassy Jane dress. J®

Do you see that sign ?T' repeated the gardener, "'"'•C.
jim ' 'y re(l 'n ^ace an(' extremely furious at this -

range little girl who was kicking dents in his cherished
■^SBjreensward.

Mary rQ.se lightly to her feet.
Mil "Ves," she replied, with dignity. "Of course I see

*t,,and I consider it an extremely unpleasant and un-
eiabfie sign!"

I^p And .then she took to her heels. She could run faster*V*.C tjhan the gardener, and when she was ^
■#|alely out of his rejich shepretended

fejfbat she had on seven-league J|l, 'Wfci
■ *«d could take dread-

gWully long strides, just likt
IKfgHhc mountain-jumping boy in
liP'he fairy-tale. She had a

HL-x-'rfectly splendid time
**!tnding down t1 ( » . 'La

nitil she caught sight

roin the studio after her ^ , *•"- : .

P^^cniembet-ed th;.: there was

trance of the
of the studio
and, with a

on, Miss
* jr*#** Minter started

right out to play
"r* » , " '""'kc\■ Sh<- i"):t ' -

3J.L, *♦'*% the dress did it. But,
anyhow, Mary certainly

had a full day.
First off, she started gayly

HjHHf skipping down the walk from
\7 the studio. She sang melo-

Hv diously as she skipped and at-
tracted the attention of the very

WBK severe gardener at the studio
grounds. That gardener loves the

% green lawn devotedly and ^keeps it looking like a green
square of panne velvet.

le was horrified to see """l.# V j

ooming

nr. She was sorry then, for her
rector is street ana has a fashion
looking at her in a grieved and

heart-broken way that, A
jUga"*-,,. she declares, r?-.

breaks h e r £m

what seemed
to be a strange
little child, clad
in a gingham gown, ^
rioting up and down on
that beautiful green lawn.

"Hey, there I" he called,
waving his hand impres¬
sively. "Dont you see that
sign V

Mary was sitting right
down hard on the lawn,
kicking her little heels
joyously and making ter¬
rible dents in the sod.
The angry gardener or¬
dered her right off the
grounds. He didn't rec¬
ognize the American Film
Company's expensive
star in that plain little
bonnet and gown. —
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■n[rTrm_ , , lilPHIIIill'IWWIIH
Peeps at an Uninterviewed But Much-Sought-After Lady

M
it my little note-book

ADGE KENNEDY, who made a place for her- terview about them. So I took
self in the very innards of the list of de luxe anD^^ntes gsub_debs, girls going .to your first bij

dar«e.. st°I>'^ ^"d Ujten^ for here are the latest style
for she deals only in successes. And yet,
is always a reason for everything, ther
reason for Miss Kennedy,
at the age when most girls
are beginning their life-
work, whether it be social
or professional, being the
foremost comedienne in the
talkies today.

To those who have a
keen sense of perception
it is almost summed up in
a remark which a very dap¬
per young man-about-town
made to me the other day.

He said, "Madge was the
queerest little girl I ever
knew. She took herself so se¬
riously. Here she was one of
the best-liked girls in New
York, and yet she was abso- |rj|
lutely unavailable for tea
or supper parties. Her
time was taken up with all
sorts of lessons—French, IB
singing, dancing, etc. Madge
spent all her available time
on ^plf-improvement, when m&m
we all wanted her to go to
tea at the Plaza."

And yet you answer: ^

"She seems bubbling over with fun.
But fun is inseparably connected

with her work, for Miss Madge
affirms that, in order to be happy, i
she must be creating, doing, ad- .

vancing, achieving. §
So, lucky circumstance had ;

little to do with the success of
Madge Kennedy. «

Four years ago she was
playing ingenue parts for the
Colonial Stock Company ii
Cleveland. There she was die- —
covered by Philip Bartholomae;> ,
who featured her in "Over Night, f
which was an instantaneous sue- |g
cess Since then she has been
coached and trained by such able
instructors as Margaret Mayo, Grace
George and Edgar Selwyn. Her firL.
success was followed by "Little Miss
Brown," "Twin Beds," "Fair a-
Warmer" each one a'greater personal
cess than the last. When I sought out Madge Kennedy

e, Stop, lOUK. etixu now..,
dance-frocks, culled by the excellent
Majesty of Comedy, Madge Kennedy.

Her

anything ^wmi-
madge kennedy

In the first place, there is
one salient feature about
frocks this season. They
are longer. In photograph
on opposite page Madge is
wearing a dance-frock
which emphasizes the new
length. It is fashioned of
pale pink tulle, looped up
to give the still popular
fullness at the hips. The
tiny, tight bodice is of sil¬
ver tissue, the neck being I
finished with a neat edging |
of crystal and pearl, with
which the silk tulle is also
embroidered about the
skirt. A deep, richly col¬
ored hand -made .rose
placed at the belt completes
the dainty little frock.

Madge's second concoc¬
tion at your left is even
more becoming to her
warm, brown-eyed beauty.
Its undefbody, or lining, is
of gold tissue ornamented
with gold lace. Palest yellow
silk tulle is responsible for

the fairy-like drapery of the
upper layer. (Yes, I know I m
talking about a dress and not
a cake.) Across the left
shoulder runs a wreath of pale
pink rosebuds which loops up
the tulle on the right side of
the skirt. There is just a glit¬
ter of gold spangles also acrosr
each shoulder.
Her perfectly luscious eve
ning wrap is of turquoise blue j
corded silk. It is made very
full, as all wraps must be to
be de rigeur this season.
The lining is of rose-col-

p
ored chiffon, and the beautiful embroidery on the collar
and cuffs is of pink, silver and gold. Yes. it is very thin
for this wintry weather, but I am going to let you in o
a secret. It was purchased especially because it photo¬
graphs well, and Miss Kennedy intends wearing it whenfhe studio is nice and warm and no wmtry winds can
penetrate

^. but then my pencil got tongue-tied,
5t. When I sought out Madge ^enneuy Jo far. so g,oocl > ^^ the gowns> it just

ioi an interview she just groaned. In fact, she did more be done Gowhs—especially Madge Kennedy's
than that—she started to flee, but, thmking better ,-e a fascinating subject, but when Miss Ken-
"Tltere—there^s ££$ ™y ^"herself was lying fn a yellow, .ace-covered Mm

while the
glared and
duction soared for Goldwyn^
and Miss Garden's maid stood
in front of me asking Miss Ken¬
nedy's maid in French if she was
going to Jacksonville, Florida, wi
mademoiselle—well, as I said before, it
just'couldn't be done.

My mental state must have been i
fested in my facial expressions, for, before I
realized it, little Miss Kennedy stood beside n .

and, while her maid slipped a Japanese embroid¬
ered kimono over her pink crepe de chine and Irish

the sweetest way imagi-lace robe de nuit, said
nable:

"You poor dear! At least come
luncheon with me."

In her ivorv-and-blue dressing-r

"About these gowns," I said carelessly,
if it wasn't a matter of life and death

"Do you like them ?" said Miss Kenriedy.
"Lucile makes all my frocks, but I insist upon

choosing them myself. You see, I dont believe in
wearing a style just because it is the mode. Being
a girl with a small personality (?), I always want my
frock to be subservient to me; I never want my clothes
to be conspicuous;—to sound a louder note than my per¬
sonality. I dislike the modern type of 'Where is the
gown going with the girl ?' " '

i set at my left, per¬
forming a scene for "My
Little Wife," and on my
right Mary Garden — the
Mary Garden—oh, such a very
svelte figure of a Red Cross
—was telling her director that no¬
body understood her. while she
kept a whole
hospital full of
wounde '
soldiers,
Red Cross
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MONROE SALISBURY

An Actor and His Indian Friends
By RICHARD ANDRES

IT is not generally known that Monroe Salisbury,whose performance as Allesandro in the classic,
"Ramona," is acknowledged one of the greatest

* characterizations the screen has shown, is a student
I of Indian customs and lore, as well as a rancher in his
j own right. Some years ago (how time does fly!) Salis| bury left the speaking-stage to play opposite Mai
j guerite Clark in "The Goose Girl. UnlikeI the majority of the artists of the speak-
1 ing-stage who act for the screen for

the first time, he was impressed with
the opportunities for actors in the

<| "shadow" drama. One of the first
1 thoughts which came to him was.
1 "Oh! if I only got the chance
?] to play Allesandro in 'Ra¬

mona' !" Years before Mr.
j Salisbury was selected by
| Charles Frohman
vj play Allesandro in i.

stage version of "Ra-
1 mona," but the project
I fell thru, and the actc

was keenly disap¬
pointed. This was
not the first time a

producer had r.
thought of stag¬
ing "Ramona,"
but the story

; always p r

perable diffi-
i culties.

It so hap-
pens that

' Salisbury s
| big fruit farm

5 is distant but

half miles from
the Saboba India-

! the actor is an

honored and
welcome guest
among h i ~
Indian
friends.
There i s

ber of the
reservation
between seven a
not seen "Ramon

| eral of the Indians have
, three or four times. It was
the- actor should know his
wards in such an atmos
better understood when one
Salisbury is fond of ro
erature. He says that it
been the intensity of
behind the desire to play ^liraa""'u " " * ~~ "
brought him the coveted opportunity. Once Director
Donald Crisp had interviewed Monroe the thing was

• * ' ictor's enthusiasm and evident love of the
evident.

:ourse thru horse-flesh. The late Monroe
ts famous as the owner and driver of piston-

rotters. His sulky and trotters were a familiar
| sight on all the Western tracks. Young

Monroe "followed in his father's hoof-

Mr. Salisbury made many trips to the reservation when
studying his part in "Ramona," and his knowledge was
of great value to the director at the time Helen Hunt
Jackson's book was adapted as a photoplay. The quaint
Saboba village was the home of Ramona and Allesandro
before they were driven away, and the fiesta grounds,

adobe huts and burying-ground are actual re¬
minders of the period when Ramona lived

in what is now the reservation.
The location of this reservation is
strikingly beautiful, and the valley,
backed by mountains covered with
vegetation, is one of the most fer¬
tile in California. It would be hard
to find a more peaceful or delight¬
ful spot.
It is a curious coincidence that the
impersonator of Allesandro should
have been intimate with the
Saboba Indians and that his beau¬
tiful fruit-ranch should be in such

close proximity to the home of
Ramona and her lover.
Monroe Salisbury's ranch home is
full of Indian relics and costumes, i

and it contains a notable library of
books on Indian life. On his :

fruit-farm are orange, grape-fruit |
and tangerine trees, and he is very I

proud of his treasured avocado pear- J
- which yearly become more j

a here is a small Indian boy, a
member of the Isador Costa

family, who is named after the
actor; when he writes, he will I

sign himself "Monroe Salis¬
bury Costa." The child is

very fond of his godfather
and often goes to see him.

, Salisbury acts because
he loves his art; he

ranches because he

The blood of the
Salisburys, father t
son, can. almost literally
(Continued on page 106)(I OMiniu-g un J'ui/i: xw; — "

steps" and became a greatTove^of blooded horses. The
day of the big stable string has passed away, but Mon-

Salisbury still shows his appreciation for and fond-
of the horse by taking the best of

of the mounts in his ranch stable.

The Japanese Point of View

WAY back in the earlyyouth of Motion Pic-
t u r e drama, along
about 1907, they had

a telling way of expressing emo¬
tion. Do you remember it? J. \
Movie Booth, the leading-man of
the Graphoscopo Kinemabio Fijrn. sessue hayakawa
Company, could give you an emo- aoki, in "eac
tion so labeled; you couldn't miss
it, even in those days of the flickering shadows. Suppose
it were grief. The heroine has just flopped out of the
door, shaken the scenery and the hero, bumped into a
back drop that looked like a cross between a lake in the
Sierra Nevadas and a tennis court at Coney Island. J.
Movie must register his heart-stricken woe. So he turns
full on the audience, walks up toward the camera and
allows his facial muscles a bit of exercise. His eyebrows
go up, his forehead is wrinkled, his brow is furrowed, the
mouth corners turn down, his nose is drawn, and even his
ears seem to wiggle in sympathy, the while he seems to
say, "This is grief, O ye of little faith!"

If there were another person in the scene wjth him, to
whom he must communicate his grief, he accomplished
the purpose by the simple expedient of again turning full
on the audience and slowly moving his mouth about and
his jaw up and down to indicate the spoken word. If you
had been as good at lip-reading in those days as you are
today, you could have told your theater neighbor just
what J. Movie was saying.

They were the happy days! We have grown a bit
beyond that palmy time. Today we know what the backs
of our stars look like and no longer do we see their lips
move in conversation as if they were addressing the
Fifteenth National Convention of the Amalgamated
Association of Deaf Mutes.

They tell a story of how Sir James Barrje, the great
dramatist, administered a Scotch rebuke to Granville
1 >arker at a time when that deeply psychological manager
was about to produce a Barrie play in London. Barker
had been rehearsing the company for hours while Sir
James had been looking placidly on. The manager had
been expostulating at length on subtle analysis of char-

hidden meaning and a lot of
allegorical stuff in the play which
Barrie did not even know he had
written. After two hours of this
sort of new-thought stage direc-
tion, Barrie could stand it no

fl^ longer. From the pit he raised hig
voice for the first time during

,nd his wife, tsuru the rehearsal of his own play,
i to his kind" "Wouldn't it be well, Mr. Bar-r-r-

ker," he called out, "if Jeems, when
he turns up-stage in that scene with Lucy, would suggest
—mind you, just suggest, you know—in the way he held
his shoulders, that his brother was born in Shropshire?"

Nowadays the movie stars are taking on an order no
less subtle. There are many of them trying to suggest
by the turn of their shoulders that their brothers were
born in Shropshire, and the explosive facial expressions
of a past day are considered bad art. The consequence
is, that those ultra-suppressed emotionalists are leaving
their audiences cold. They have swung so far from the
side of plainly labeled emotion that they have landed on
the side of showing no emotion at all, duped into the false
belief that they are registering their "suppressed desires."

But thtre is one picture actor who gets away with it.
His name is Sessue Hayakawa. You who are judges of
fine emotional acting must have been swayed by this
wonderful Japanese actor and you must have wondered,
as I have, at the effects he got and the methods he used in
getting them. If you have noticed that tense acting of
Hayakawa, you have observed that his greatest effects are
all accomplished by repression rather than expression.

There are a lot of people today who are fond of ex¬
pressing the somewhat trite theory that Motion Pictures
can never tell a great story because there are no words;
that subtle pyschological effects cannot be shown simply
by gestures. This theory I put to Hayakawa.

"That is where you are wrong," he said. "Words are
the crude things. You know some one has said words
are things used to disguise thought. It is words that
cannot tell a subtle story."

"But gestures," I expostulated. "Can you tell the story
of a man's soul by wriggling your hands ?"

"I do not wriggle my hands," he replied with dignity, n
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An Actor and His Indian Friends
By RICHARD ANDRES

I
r is not generally known that Monroe Salisbury,
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"Ramona," is acknowledged one of the gr<
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fRS&SPTNeither do I make gestures. If I want to show
screen that I hate a man, I do not shake my fists ;

characterizations the screen has shown, is a student Jackson's book
of Indian customs and lore, as well as a rancher in his Saboba village
own right. Some years ago (how time does fly!) Salis- before they

■ bury left the speaking-stage to play opposite Mar-
1 guerite Clark in "The Goose Girl." Unlike
j the majority of the artists of the speak-
■y ing-stage who act for the screen for

I the first time, he was impressed with
J the opportunities for actors in the

J "shadow" drama. One of the first
thoughts which came to him was,

N "Oh! if I only got the chance*

! to play Allesandro in 'Ra
*

; mona'!" Years before Mr
. Salisbury was selected
i Charles Frohman to

j play Allesandro
tj stage version c
y-i mona," but tl
... .'j fell thru and

! was keenly
j pointed. This
| not the first tin'• 3 producer h j
\ thought of stag
i ing "Ramona,"

i.i but the story

sented rnsu- sa'd Hayakawa. "But the audience gets it nevertheless,
nerable diffi- ^ ®ets story w>th finer shades of meaning than words
culties Coul(i Possibly tel1 theni- Words would, in fact, take

It so haD- away from the meaning and confuse it."
n P n S that There's something to think on. The fact is that in
Salisbury's "The Cheat," "The Call of the East," "The Secret Game,"
bis fruit farm and a11 the Paraniount pictures of Hayakawa. this Japa-
is distant but nese has opened to the eyes of the western world ideas

' a —, on art to which we were strangers, and still are strangers.
Hayakawa spoke of these things tactfully.
"Life in the Orient is harder than here and yet more

harmonious," he said, "You western people dread death;I dont. To a Japanese, death is nothing; it is welcomed
joyously. We meet it with happiness. Our only dread
is that its agonies may not be borne with sufficient
age. Suicide among the Samurai of Japan is
an elaborate ceremonial. I tried to show som

thing of it in 'Hashimura Togo.'
"With us it is an elaborate ceremonial. It

undertaken without desperation.
Sometimes an old officer, whose
post has become obsolete thru the
consolidation of army depart¬
ments, is given permission to
commit hari-kari as an honor.

'The actual suicide is per¬
formed by an exact ritual.

Mr. Salisbury made many trips to the
studying his part in "Ramona," and his knowledge was
of great value to the director at the time Helen Hunt
' " • • •

adapted as a photoplay. The quaint
the home of Ramona and Allesandro
Iriven away, and the fiesta grounds,

adobe huts and burying-ground are actual re¬
minders of the period when Ramona lived

i what is now the reservation.
The location of this reservation is
strikingly beautiful, and the valley,
backed by mountains covered with
vegetation, is one of the most fer¬
tile in California. It would be hard
to find a more peaceful or delight¬
ful spot.

I It is a curious coincidence that the
impersonator of Allesandro should
have been intimate with the
Saboba Indians and that his beau-

knees and plurges a knife
his abdomen exactly one inch deep.

The blade ' "
drawn
belly six inches

straight

THE SECRET

straight up- Charlie Chaplii
wards. In other
words the stroke of
the hari-kari knife is

inches, straight up <
continuous cut.

"If the knife is stopped before the cut is finished, it
brings disgrace upon the man's family. It is also con¬
sidered shameful if the position of the dead man's limbs
shows that he kicked around while in his death agonies.

"Death comes very slowly after the hari-kari. The
suicide must sit on' the ground with his knees drawn up
and die without moving a muscle. To insure this it is

(T\ customary to bind the knees with a silken cord.
r 34

at the feet of his dear friend.
As showing how little was

thought of death, Hayakawa
said in the old days of Japan
a gentleman of the Samurai
class customarily tested the
quality of a new sword bv
cutting off the head of some
passing peasant. He stood at
a corner of a street and slashed
off the peasant's head as he
went by. To this day, he says,
every Japanese, from ancient

i, makes a wide detour in

i e n t drama of
Japan," he said, "is all tragic
and tells of death. Comedies

almost unknown among
the elder Japanese. Shakespeare
is popular in Japan, but the fa-
v o r e d plays are 'Othello,'
'Hamlet' and 'The Merchant of

"The favorite native Japa¬
nese plays are still full of sor¬
row and tears, but I am sur¬
prised to note that among the
American screen players the
most popular in Japan is
t vogue for Chaplin has come

thru the school kids of Japan.
"They spend their pennies for post-cards of him, and the

Japanese caricaturists and cartoonists take great delight
in depicting the comic screen comedian. In the larger
cities of Japan, Chaplin's feet and cane are as well known
as in the United States. Mary Pickford is also well
liked in Japan. While the American school of acting is
radically different from the Japanese, there is a charm
about Miss Pickford that apparently has universal trans¬
lation.

"In my coming picture, 'The Honor of His House,' I
take the part of a Japanese nobleman who marries an
American girl who brings disgrace upon him. It is not the
nature of a true Japanese nobleman to rush into the

courts and into the newspapers with his family troubles.He is in the habit of being master of his house, some¬
times with very stern results. My latest part calls for the
supreme sacrifice and I decide to kill myself that myfamily's ancient name may remain unblemished. In *
The Honor of His House' I commit hari-kari,altho its gruesome details are not revealed

the screen.

"In all modesty, I might add that my wifeTsuru Aoki, is also a favorite in Japan.
She has played with me in two of my
favorite Orientals, 'Each
and 'The Call of the East.

"We live in Los Angeles in j
bungalow which in many ways re¬
minds us of our native houses in
Japan. Part of our furnishings are
Japanese and part American. We
do not, of course, retain the Japanese
beds, which are only padded quilts

are handed down from father to son and it is years be- \fore one can become proficient in this really marvelousart of self-defense as well as of sudden destruction.
"I am very fond of jiu jitsu," confessed Sessue, "and

practice it daily. I also have a weakness for your
^ great American game of poker. They say that I

°m a great poRer player and perhaps I can
give you-the reason why. I think it is on

account of my '.poker face,' which never
gives my hand away, so you can see there
is something in the art of repression.

" "JaPan is not a nation that thinks
lightly; the struggle to live is too
severe Fiction stories are rarelyread. The Japanese boy is usually tobe found devoting his time to hard
study.

"I remember when I was-a little
naval cadet in the Japanese navy
that they sent us into the Indian

laid upon the
floor, nor the

Japanese pillow, which is
a wooden block, hollowed
out to fit the head, but
there are so many convc..i»Mi. «.
well as luxuriant Japanese fur¬
nishings that we have 'permitted
ourselves to retain them.

"Repression is characteristic of
not only the Japanese, but of the
entire Orient, and even extends its
influence to the South Sea Islands
and as far east as Hawaii. There
are thousands of Japanese in this
new colony of America and their in¬
fluence has been strongly felt by the
natives.

pj'1? !"ost recent Picture, 'The -Hiddenx earls, I take the part of a Hawaiian, and I tried to
rpret it strictly along the lines of Oriental expression,n Japan we take most things seriously; even our athleticgames, especially jiu jitsu, are looked upon more as aPhysical discipline than as a sport. The secrets of jiu jitsu

Ocean at

typhoon seaauu. ± van remem¬
ber being sent aloft and being
lashed to the rigging when the

sea was running so high
the upper rigging would
be tipped over into the

sea first on one roll of the ship,
then on the other
"No; the conditions of life are not

soft, in Japan."
Hayakawa smiled in reflection. "Yet,"

he said, "I think life is more pleasant there;
the.anienities of life are more harmonious.

'The Japanese are proud of the fact that ours is the
only.commission that did not come to America with out¬
stretched palm. Of all the delegations that have visited

(Continued on page 119) r
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IT is not generally known that Monroe Salisbury,whose performance as Allesandro in the classic,
"Ramona," is acknowledged one of the greatest

I characterizations the screen has shown, is a student
of Indian customs and lore, as well as a rancher in his
own right. Some years ago (how time does ny.) bans
bury left the speaking-stage to play opposite Mar¬
guerite Clark in "The Goose Girl.' Unlike
the majority of the artists of the speak¬
ing-stage who act for the screen fp**

] the first time, he was impressed with
the opportunities for actors in the
"shadow" drama. One of the first

I thoughts which came to him was,
"Oh! if I only got the chance
to play Allesandro in <T1
mona'!" Years before
Salisbury was selected by

] Charles Frohman1 play Allesandro in
stage version o:
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| fell thru, and '
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Mr. Salisbury made many trips to the reservation when
studying his part in "Ramona," and his knowledge was
of great value to the director at the time Helen Hunt
Jackson's book was adapted as a photoplay. The quaint
Saboba village was the home of Ramona and Allesandro
before they were driven away, and the fiesta grounds, j

adobe huts and burying-ground are actual re¬
minders of the period when Ramona lived

on what is now the reservation.
The location of this reservation is
strikingly beautiful, and the valley,
backed by mountains covered with
vegetation, is one of the most fer¬
tile in California. It would be hard
to find a more peaceful or delight¬
ful spot.
It is a curious coincidence that the
impersonator of Allesandro should
have been intimate with the
Saboba Indians and that his beau-

What Could Be Funnier,
Minerva?

Step Right This Way for the Greatest
Side-Show on Earth—A 1918 Revue

of Filmdom's Clowns
By BETTY FLEET

"/^TEP right thia
way, ladies 'n'
gentlemen, 'n'
see the greatest

show on earth!" Thus
do the hawkers cry at
the circus side-show.
But in Camera-land
there are no audible
shouts, no hoots and
yells to attract atten¬
tion to the fat lady, the
human skeleton, and
"Jojo," the dog-faced
boy. Nevertheless some
of the weird make¬
ups used in the come¬
dies of the darkened
theater would do jus¬
tice to a one-ring cir¬
cus side-show. Our
clown friends of

; v> 'iirxsam-
11I "

An Actor and His Indian Friends
By RICHARD ANDRES

GCrtROK (:SL,IM )
SUM M ERVILLE

trouble, then Ches¬
ter must rank as

foremost funmaker,
for he's always in hot
water, literally and
figuratively.

Victor Moore is fast
approaching Roscoe;
Arbuckle's hereto¬
fore exclusive ter¬

ritory, that of
champion
P0mme-de-
terre-oh, I
beg pardon,
bonpoint chj....
pion! Clowns of
the sawdust
have

Step right
this way—
tallest' girl
in the

Wilna Wilde

.Sh,e's just
hula-hula as

wiggle, so it's
to call her
"

matter of
Sen^ thriving

is; "Jerry," an able clown of
"checkered" tastes.
And then there's Toto, an hon-
est-to-goodness clown culled
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from t h e .Hippodrome,
New York, to make sha¬
dow comics for Pathe via
the Rolin studio. Mack
Sennett is the chief ballyhoo
for Ben Turpin, the cross¬
eyed clown, and "Slim"

Summerville is the
thinnest, tallest freak in
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An Actor and His Indian Friends
By RICHARD ANDRES

IT is not generally known that Monroe Salisbury,whose performance as Allesandro in the classic,
"Ramona," is acknowledged one of the greatest
characterizations the screen has shown, is a student

j of Indian customs and lore, as well as a rancher in his.J own right. Some years ago (how time does fly!) Salis-
3 bury left the speaking-stage to play opposite Mar-

> guerite Clark in "The Goose Girl." Unlike
| the majority of the artists of the speak-
^ ing-stage who act for the screen ior
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Mr. Salisbury made many trips to the reservation when
studying his part in "Ramona," and his knowledge was
of great value to the director at the time Helen Hunt |
Jackson's book was adapted as a photoplay. The quaint
Saboba village was the home of Ramona and Allesandio
before they were driven away, and the fiesta grounds,

adobe huts and burying-ground are actual re- |
inders of the period when Ramona lived

on what is now the reservation. j
The location of this reservation is

strikingly beautiful, and the valley,
backed by mountains covered with
vegetation, is one of the most fer¬
tile in California. It would be hard
to find a more peaceful or delight¬
ful spot. |
It is a curious coincidence that the
impersonator of Allesandro should
have been intimate with the
Sahnha Indians and that his beau-
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ess de luxe, who is so fond of
depicting nightmares, and Roscoe
Arbuckle, most famous of all the,
barrel-shaped chunks of chuckles.

■Freak is Alice Howell's middle
name—she mangles her hair and
twists her body in all kinds of
weird stunts just to bring the
tickle to her audience's funny-
bone. Charlie Murray, debonair
devil of domestic difficulties under
the Sennett regime, is so good at
falling out of windows and scaling
skyscrapers that he deserves to be
classed among the
eight wonde'rs of
the world.

Tripping up
and down and

ft*1 . .

Tastd

Catherine Calvert
"The Girl With the

Wonderful Eyes"
By HECTOR AMES ' j

Catherine calvert, /'athe young and beautiful MH
widow of Paul Armstrong, I -M/M
playwright,has been in pic- jHHtures only a year this March, and ' £M|yet she has just signed a long- faBBi

term contract to star in feature 1" -^V*
photoplays of the Frank A. S§||SKeeney Pictures Corporation. Miss
Calvert married the late Paul Arm¬
strong, famous playwright, while she f H
was still in her teens, and was " ™
starred by him in some of his most
successful plays. She was so young and
so beautiful that her husband wrote „,around her a number of dramas especiallydesigned to set off girlish, winsome types."i have always been a girl, on the stage and off

j it, she confided to him one day, " and i want
;l | to see if i cant be something else—something} 1 that will show constructive originality. i want

' tn P'Y a character part. Ca^t you let me do it?
he exclaimed, ii
unfeigned a
tonishment.
"Charac-'
ter! My

would you have
ne turn a pansy
o a sunflower?"

There was something
so gently withering in

his sarcasm that she did
not renew the request. But
ne day the opportunity came—

unexpectedly, as most opportunitiesdo. Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong and a well-known newspaper critic were sitting in a box..t Hammerstein's Olympia, New York. Theywent there to see the opening of a three-act play¬let, adapted by Mr. Armstrong from his play, "ARomance of the Underworld." Just at the finale ofthe first act the actress who took the important character Ipart of Dago Annie fainted and had to be carried offthe stage.
Armstrong hurried back-stage, accompanied by hiswife. They found the actress in a state of collapse,unable to go on with her part. Time was called for the

"I am going to play that part myself!" exclaimed MissCalvert, with a defiant look'at Armstrong."Well, go on, then," he replied, with a touch of despairin his tone. "But how about the make-up?""I dont need any," she said, quietly; "the audiencewill understand."
The audience did understand. It didn't knowwho the dazzlingly beautiful girl actress was, butit did know that a remarkable substitution was

being made and fairly went wild over the novelty of it. j"I had seen the act rehearsed so often that I knew 1 i
every speech forward and backward," says Miss Calvert, i"A newspaper critic spread it along Broadway that Paul jArmstrong had 'pulled a good one' to give his girl-wife a. ^little advertising. And so it was recorded by the news- |paper wiseacres, but their mistake was proven to them.The actress who was taken ill on the evening in question £died two days later."
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An Actor and His Indian Friends
By RICHARD ANDRES
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> Norma Talmadge ranks supreme. Not only does she

spend a mint of money on her clothes, but she makes
use of a naturally fine discriminative taste, and she has
an air, a way of wearing her clothes which nine
out of ten strive to attain but in vain.

All of which the accompanying photographs
go to prove more poignantly than the most de
scriptive phrases possible.

Miss Talmadge has a most interesting theory
concerning clothes and their colors. She be¬
lieves that the range of human emotions has
direct and vital relation to the colors of the
spectrum.

This original miss says that every en
has its color-tone equivalent, and
the making of a photoplay one must dress
one's emotions in corresponding hues
under the bluish glare of the Cooper-
Hewitts.

Miss Talmage was deeply engrossed
in a scene for her new picture, "The
Secret of the Storm Country," but
paused a few moments to explain her
theory to me.

"The most fascinating element in the
filming of a great screen story in which

woman plays the leading role is the psychology of color
s it affects emotion," began Miss Talmadge.
"You see, I am wearing a simple gingham dress of

many colors. It is similar to the one I wore when
was making 'Poppy,' only not quite so vivid.

During the stage of Poppy's life in which she
wore that dress she was more or less of a

vixen, and it fitted the vixenish mood so well
that when I put it on I felt the emotions I
wanted .to portray and they were reflected on
'ie screen more strongly than they would

have been if I had worn a different kind of
i dress which in color did not suit the

part.
"The colors in this gingham frock

are not so variegated in shade as
were those of Poppy's costume,
but they help me express the sim¬
ple, warm-hearted, unselfish spirit
of little Tess of the squatter
village.
"Y o u understand," continued
Norma, seriously, "that this
problem of color under the pe¬
culiar lights of the Moving Pic¬
ture workshop is no high-school
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The Vogue of Norma
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(Continued, from page 73)

One of it

gold cloth and
light, soft folds.

thing to be inter- P
pastel tones or a pas-

only neutral qualities.
Then I begin to choose

the colors for my
gowns. There are
certain emotions

which require
flamboyant

hues — the
scarlets,
vivid
blues

yfT/TT

'

attempt

character until I have
decided on my heroine's
tones? I must know, e\...
fore i begin to study the script
seriously, whether my subject
1S a character positive enough
to demand virile shades, a

problem in chemistry. To know a color as it will photo- delicate little
graph under the Cooper-Hewitts, or even as it will appear preted thru
to the naked eye, is an art in itself.
Every one who knows anything about
the filming of a scene knows that,
while everything on the Motion
Picture screen appears to be in
black and white, a number of
different colors are needed to ob¬
tain the desired effect. Yellow,
for instance, photographs white,
and is used nearly always to
get the effect of white.
"So when I

say, for in¬
stance, that
i must wear scarlet to

rightfully interpret a
certain character for a

picture, I mean that I
must wear a gown which ap¬
pears red when the director
calls for lights. a red which
is red in the daylight may not
be red at all in the studio, and
if it is not, then the emotional
effect is completely destroyed.

"You may think I have
become a faddist, but I

greens and bright purples which are suggestive of strong
feeling. The heroic woman who has, perhaps, great
faults as well as great virtues, is well interpreted thru
scarlet, and I always wear that color in scenes where I
must show envy, hate or great sacrifice. There is some¬
thing about the shade which reflects in the face and brings
out the desired expression in the film.

(Continued on page 118)
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The Vogue of Norma
Talmadge

(Continued from page 73)
" 'The Moth,' in my opinion, is a strik¬

ing example of the psychology of color,
St^^th^was^i^X
concealed under the frivolous, hearties
exterior of the society girl whose sot
has never emerged from its chrysalis.

"In gowning Lucy, it was necessary 1
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s vou knoyou know) he will go. But, oh, it seems to me" (she
clasped her hands anxiously about her knees) "as if he
can do so much more good right where he is! Not only
can he help by furnishing an unusual amount of money,
but he can bring joy, freedom from care, into the hearts
of the people, and that's a greatly needed item in war
days, let me tell you.

"Mr. Chaplin has some wonderful stories for our next
comedies. He just works them 'out in his head, you
know, but has told several of them to me, and they are
greater than anything we have ever done — less slap¬
stick—and we are going to do three-reelers now, which
will give him a better opportunity."

They are only waiting for their new studio to be fin-'
ished before getting down to good hard work. It is
going to be unique among studios — a place where one
can enjoy life as well as work. Mr. Chaplin bought the
land in Hollywood. On it is a most beautiful home,
which he will preserve, but the grounds surrounding it
were filled with lemon and orange trees, and these he
had to have cut down to make room for the studio,
which is old English architecture
and very picturesque. One ,

would never think it was | Mi
a studio. Two horse;
are going to be
kept on the -

place for Sid
Chaplin

"This is the first time
I have ever been East
in all my life, you
know. I have spent all
of my twenty-one
years in Nevada and
California. My friends
who have taken me

around since I have
been in New York City
make more fun of me

mouth and dont "Oh,
oh" so! People will
think you are a regular

"Yes, New York is
all very wonderful; its
shops, theaters and
hotels are magnificent;

but I'll be glad

elicited no further
startling information
than that the beautiful
Edna loved Marvel
perfume, hated to
have her photograph
taken and was going
.o buy a new automo¬
bile very soon.

A knock came at
the d o o r, and Edna
Purviance jumped
down from her
downy perch and ad¬
mitted an obsequious

ter with a break¬
fast tray.

"Oh," she said,
I'm not readv vet.

an actress. She has absolutely no privacy; on the other ?
hand, sometimes it is mighty handy to be well known.
This was evidenced by a rather unpleasant incident which
happened in Chicago when Miss Purviance stopped off
there for a couple of days on her way East.

One evening about eight o'clock, Edna Purviance,
Blanche Sweet and Adele Rowland took it into their
heads that they would like to walk up Michigan Avenue
and see the sights. They did, but were terribly annoyed
by three men who followed them, exchanging such crude
remarks as the well-known phrase, "Some chicken!"

The girls turned to hurry back to the hotel. Where¬
upon one of the men, catching a glimpse of their faces
said, "Gee, fellows, beat it! That's Edna Purviance and
Blanche Sweet!" . . ,

And so I asked, "Tell me honestly, how does it feel to
be a celebrity at twenty-one?"

Edna Purviance bit her finely modeled lower lip be-
pearly rows of teeth, as much as to say, "Shall.

' ?" decided to give the verdict to the
former, and said:

"I'll tell you seriously. I
number of

Charlie
Chaplin
doesn't ride.
Edna is going
to have her owi

piano in the studio
so that she can keep up
her music during dull hours.

Edna reached over to where a

bouquet of yard-long-stemmed pink roses stood at the
foot of her bed and broke off one, then settled herself
cosily again, tailor-fashion, and gazed dreamily out of
the window at the myriad of New York sky-scrapers.

"You know," she said, pressing the rose to her satiny
nostrils, "you may think me queer, but I am very glad I

\ dont have to work in.New York,
c) 76

back home. There
r the climate '

warm and sunshiny|
and every

everybody. Here there
just a wild, scrambling,

conglomerate mob, and one
little atom of humanity more or

wT less makes very little difference.
Oh, no; I shouldn't care to work in

New York, and, altho I have enjoyed see-
^

jng all the sights and people have given me a
wonderful time, I shall be glad when I get word that

the studio is finished, vacation time is over and its time
for me to return to California and work. Of course, i
a way, I shall be sorry to leave New York. It has been
life-long dream realized, and now"—she looked at me
little mischievously—"and now I shall have to get anotn
dream. I wonder what it will be ?"

This sounded interesting, but all my tactful questio

»•* ^Sjni 'b

npathize with the beauti-
vision curled so cosily on
bed and started to wrap my
about my neck in preparation
i httrried exit, but I happened ^

|> Weren't you at the Supper Club the
'""evening?" which started the conversation

oiling again.
Edna likes to dance better than almost anything else,

"

as she naively added, "But then of course I like
everything."

Yes, she even likes all the people who stop her on the
;s and say, "Oh, isn't this Edria Purviance? I just
to shake hands with you. I enjoy you so much on

And people seldom realize what advantage they take of

*5 ■

fectly
that I am to be

Mr. Chaplin's lead¬
ing-lady for another

year at least."
After all, in this age, when every

one's cult is persistent endeavor and strug¬
gling ambition, strugglihg always for something just out
of reach, as pleasing as an unexpected buttercup in a field
of tares comes Edna Purviance, who is perfectly satisfied
with things as they are.

Perhaps her book of life is not so difficult reading as
Aristotle, but it's a great deal pleasanter to peruse. It's
the philosophy of the contented.
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He's a Dog-Gonned ^
■Good Actor! w

By LEIGH METCALFE

By PETER WADE

WE dont know whether Viola Dana's real nameis Viola or not, but we do know it isn't Dana,
but Flugrath. When the charming stage and
screen ingenue decided to make the stage her

profession she looked about for a name. Reason why,
:er Edna had exercised her right of priority to the

[family name, and the ambitious little miss didn't want
to be the "sister of" anybody—she wanted to be herself.
So she chose the name Dana, and as Viola Dana she is
pown and loved.

And then along came Leonie Flugrath. She was only
year or two younger, but she, too, had ambitions.

[Hadn't she danced at entertainments and such with her
er since she could walk alone ? And on the stage they
e rival toe-dancers at a very tender age. Then, away

they flew to the Motion Picture field. "I will call myself
Shirley Mason," said Leonie. "It's as different as pos¬
sible from Dana or Flugrath." It's a lucky name, too;
ifor fame and fortune have fallen like a cloudburst uponhis clever and undeniably charming little girl.It seems hardly possible that beautiful, stately Olga
Petrova ever could have been just Minnie Collins. Her

her was English, and that explains it. Her mother
s a Russian-Polish noblewoman; her first husband's
me was Petronovitch, from which she culled the name

Petrova for a stage name. Some way it suits the alluring
Jersonality of this gifted lady of the stage and screen.If all the world had known that Mary Pickford, com-
nonly known as "Little Mary," "America's Sweetheart,"ind other things called "endearing appellations," had been
torn Gladys Smith, would she have become the most
piversally beloved girl in the world today ? UndoubtedlySmith is a name of unquestioned respectability; one
flay be a Smith and be—anything. It takes courage to
piscard romantic, fanciful "Gladys" for plain, sweet,
pry-day "Mary"; also it takes forethought and clever-
less- One who does that may be—anything. And sher-she is the world's sweetheart.
[; Donna Drew is rather a new name in Motion Pictures,

i played "maid" as an extra girl, and she stood
- as "atmosphere" with nothing in particular to do.

[ten she attracted the notice of the directors at Universal
rjty and played some real parts. She was called DonnaMoon then, but "Moon" didn't suit such a small slip of
.gin at all. There ensued a hunt thru her whole familyIstory to find a name that would go well with "Donna"na to which she could lay a shadow of a claim. Atast she found the name "Drew." Needless to say, there

P no better name in the whole history of the stage.

Where, oh! where, has Edwin August gone? Once,
he was one of the bright lights of filmdom—"beloved
by all who knew him." Now, "tho lost to sight" (let us
hope only temporarily), he is "to memory dear." It is
with fond recollections that we recall his really, truly
name—take it slowly—Edwin August Phillip von der
Butz. But that's not the whole story. In London he
was known as Montague Lawrence; in Australia as Wilkes
Williams; in Ireland as John Wilkes; in France as Karl
von Busing, and in the Orient as David Cortlandt. This
was in the old Biograph days when the company refused
to reveal the identity of any of the players. But to us
he is, and will always be, Edwin August.

Once upon a time Anne Schraeder, a charming ingenue,
appeared in a photoplay, and all unsuspectingly permitted
her own name to appear on the pay-roll at Universal City.
But the name Schraeder was deleted as being too Hunnish
and a list of names was sent to Miss Anne from which
to choose; and she, being good-natured as well as beau¬
tiful, picked her new stage-name—Anna Darling.

As far back as she can remember, pretty little Billie
Rhodes, the Nestor comedienne, has been called "Billie."
Of course that isn't her real name. And what do you
suppose it is ? Levitia! Such a hopeless-sounding name
for tiny Billie of the irresistible smile! In her babyhood
days it was discovered that the name was a sad mistake.
So she became and remained "Billie."

Some say that Ford Sterling is the funniest man in
Moving Pictures. Anyhow, since it became necessary
for him to hustle for his living—and he hustled into a
circus as a boy clown, then into vaudeville, and later
into filmdom as a screen comedian—he has made good
at being funny. Ford Sterling is an eminently respect¬
able name—not at all suggestive of frivolity—and sounds
like a real name, but it isn't. His real name is George
Stith, also substantial-sounding and redolent of dignity.

There are four of the Marsh sisters. One is a lawyer,
one still in school, and there are Mae and Marguerite "in
pictures." Marguerite is known as Marguerite Lover-
idge; "and it's a good thing I changed my name before
Mae followed me to the studio and insisted on a tryout,"
says Marguerite, "or I should have been a total eclipse—
one Marsh swamped by another, as it were." Marguerite
is charmingly appealing and is known to her studio
friends as "Lovey."

The real name of Margaret Illington, who is indelibly
associated in the minds of playgoers with the most
notable achievements of the American theater, and whose
appearance on the screen was heralded with delight, a

OLGA PETROVA
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MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC
writes me down a villain forever, and the wicked eye
director says 'Let Frank do it.' You "The Evil
know there are lots of leading-men who Thereof"
wont be villainous. There were
lots when I was younger, and >
they've gone into the discard % m JTSl
now. while the villain still pur- •

Mr. Losee has a big bass voice that
goes with his "heavy" roles on the stage,
but on the screen is lost entirely. He
speaks lines for pictures, but the neces-
sitv for booming out his denunciations
and wicked curses is gone, and the pon-
derous baritone is therefore hushed.

On the stage Frank Losee, with one
or two exceptions, was identified almost
entirely with sinister parts of unenviable ;
reputation. His master-villain of all was
the last piece he played in on the stage,
Potiphar in'

MARGUERITE

of the screen—dressed
' mely, out-at-

the-elbows ( " :tl'
her hair in unbecoming pigl
you chuckle delightedly and
to enjoy it, or else you groan
and sigh, "Oh, I hope she dre
fore the end of this!"

It's a pretty well-known i
those "in the know" that the
of the younger and more
screen actresses prefer parts c
sort —why, I'm sure I
haven't .the faintest
idea. But it's true,
nevertheless. jv
Think back -jilUr

RECENT ART PORTRAIT OF GRIF-
AINT AND BEAUTIFUL PROTEGEE

BORDERLAND

as he flirts with the mani-
. cure-girl? Is he or is he
k not a villainous-looking
B person as the convict in
ft "Great Expectations"?
A Gaotidel in "S a p h o"
M needs no introduction
P to rascality. Here is

Losee again tempting
Pauline Frederick. He has

a penchant for that in pictures. In "The
Spider," glance at the bad count having
her heaved into his web. He. improves
a bit in "The Valentine Girl," but he is
still a villain, a gambler of the old school,
until his daughter comes home to him.

Then and there he begins to be a
father worth having. So we see him
counseling Bab, the evil in his eyes turned
to the twinkle of the loving father:

genial i n comrade-
SMMRT| ship, happy, firm,

respected. Our male
gjfeyW'ifecQ" ® vampire had shed his

coat of many colors,
t | V of Into the 'limelight of

respectability he
II n - * comes thruout the
Api <? Stories of Bab. and

we have Mary Rob-
B % erts Rinehart to

.thank for
E5lli7<l wit'0? ^im

§g3 Sm And Will■nk]
public like this shed-
ding of the serpent's

^ J skin to have him blos-
V: Q4lB som forth as a kindly

_ 9 gentleman ? Yes
* 9b and no. Life so dic-

tates that we must
O r|.4 1 agree to let the villain

reform — and the
ippOlfcMpJ stage and screen but
t^iJhUUI • follow the blessings

of life.

(Twenty-eight)

THE VERSATILITY HERSELF" IS EXPRESSED
EMOTIONAL WOMANHOOl

PRODUC-

"The Rose of the
Rancho" he was

picable Spaniard; in
"The Five Frankfur-

craftiest of all the
five men of the
famous family.

When crs*i]n
Mr. Lo-

gan his
screen career, the vil¬
lainies stuck to him.
He has appeared in
countless Paramount
productions, with

screen history has
been identified, and
in practically every
part he has been the
base deceiver, till Bab
came along. See that ;'S FATHER

FRED STONE
STAR IN ARTCRAFT PICTURES
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fot ' I would like to -tart
with you; but if you wont give
me n job I'll get one with some
other company.' That settled
it. I got my job—but how I

did work! I was

still under stage
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■L nights,

photograph
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Resitles it wouldn't be worth'

while "for Mr. Griffith has designed h „
, "'ttv dre< sing-room' for Lillian j|
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She had a theater engage¬

ment. she said regret full), and
could give me pnly a half hour;
so I proceeded to make the
most of it. Her evening gown
looked as tho it might have
been made from a soft gray
cloud studded with innumer-

ner threaded with tiny Colored
beads. It was simple in line,
exquisite in detail and wonderfully be- went straight to up¬
coming to its dark-eyed, vivacious father and asked for
wearer, I decided, while she told me a leading part in one
seriously, humorously and characteris- of his productions. Do
tically of how she came to make a you think he just gave
change in her way of working and it to me? Oh, no. I

, iug—and became Alice Herself. had to fight, just like
"You know*," she said, "I went on the any one else, to get what

stage without my father's knowledge or I wanted,
consent, lie had a wild idea that I was "And when I got a
to study and train and become a grand- I ha"
opera su,i some day. But one cant walk, ir.g
from a convent school into grand didn<i
openl, and I was impatient. So, without so f
father's knov, sedge or consent, I found a I h«
place in-musical-comedy, in Boston. He Tha
didn't 'ike it one little nit when he found sue!
out, either. I graduated to Gilbert and exc< r
Sullivan opera, and after a season I .thihur-

_ . .. —... .. ihe
craftiest of all the
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I didn't want to get the deeply and devotedly in love with = t
"dough" mixed up with my and, ;>.>st as Martha did, go away w»
writing (they never go to- dering whether it was wluit she sa^ „-r
gether), so I told Edward I'd did or the way she *-sd ^nd did i,
shake later.

I sat, during the making of
two scenes, by the side of a

that made you her everlasting slave.
She's awfully strong for the "ktddi*

and alt the newsboys know her -

man who should be sent out "right good pal." She's a sure-
Miss Clayton's press-agent bathing girl, a yacht fan, live- <

every moment Edgc^^ter Beach Hotel m Chi--
•

is constantly in the water.
Mi*s Clayton recently joined -t*

oois Citizens' Unit, an orgi!,! * «
which ids soldiers in even -i
Among her duties will be ?e«

She asked ..... ,

or two if I didn't think Miss
Clayton "just lovely," and I
answered regularly that I
"jusi did!" Marguerite Clay¬
ton is much loved and espe-

wonder now she accomplished
it, for it is conceded—is it
not'—that it is the exception
and not the ruin for one player
to boost another. I soon dis¬
covered that it was no- what
she did that made people love
her, but the w < he d i d
things.

When ;»!*• hatf •!•

ore of the stellar attractions
r-.i vie convention in Chicago, a;

•. >-r celebrities, does not fin-
invention' % bore. Just list*
! adore convention crowds1"

He)' squeeze your hand
-...■■itiy with pain;

■ oond . stepping on y,v
• UgiAg ■ to and fro unt4.

of.'a -Frenchman. ;

i-T-S'

• d he
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rk fannie ward and jackcalled. There's "The Found¬
ling," for instance. Mary simply
reveled in that play. She was ador¬
able and "the sweetest thing in the

■world" in it; but was there a single
time that her beauty shone thru,

properly enhanced by attractive
clothes ? Like a pearl seen dimly
thru a network of shabby setting, we
glimpsed the rare charm of "Ameri¬
ca's Sweetheart" in the shabby
clothes of the little foundling. But

in spite of that, "The Foundling" is
one of Mary's best-liked plays and is

her favorite. "Character stuff"—?yes,
but such "character stuff" as Mary loves

to play and as we love to see her play.
Marie Doro, usually fashion's favorite ,

in exquisite gowns, loves the "character
stuff," and occasionally gets a chance to j
blossom into it—if such a phrase can be I
applied to such an "unblooming" process. I
"Lost and Won" was one of these plays, I
and in it Marie had, colloquially speak- I
ing, "the time of her sweet young life." H
She wore short, ragged skirts, an ojd j
gray sweater, a weather-beaten hat, and J

CiiMter Stuff
& I^oBerta (SkuftlancT

hen you see your
favorite—whether it's

x *r t id Marie Doro, Mary
\ A / U Pickford, Fannie
V V H Ward' or any of the st u f f'® other young darlings these pic-

of the screen—dressed
in a homely, out-at-
the-elbows frock, with times

her hair in unbecoming pigtails, either
you chuckle delightedly and settle back
to enjoy it, or else you groan unhappily,
and sigh, "Oh, I hope she dresses up be¬
fore the end of this!"

It's a pretty well-known fact among,
those "in the know" that the majority
of the younger and more popular
screen actresses prefer parts of this
s o r t — w h y, I'm
haven't the faintest
idea. But it's true,
nevertheless.
Think ba

ision in old Biograph
ays. That's because
tary like
character

you ve seen Mary Pickford in exquisite
gowns, her lovely curls caught high or
fumbling about her well-poised head in
lovely order. Just about five times since
she first danced before your dazzled

that the by-no-means-hunible "beggar fine linen,
maid" met the regulation Cophetua in feminine
the shape of a wealthy young club-m

and, being married to him, lived happily
afterward, dressed in purple and

Which is as nine-tenths of
ovie-fans would have such

plays end!
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Mabel Taliaferro very rarely plays
"straight parts." Her parts are almost
always "character parts" — a poorly
dressed girl of the slums, as in "The
Sunbeam," and so on. But in one c5f
her most recent plays, "A Magdalen of
the Hills," she gave a characterization
so clever, so real that it ought to carve
for her a place in the undying Hall of
Movie Fame. The writer knows the
Southern mountains and their people
with the knowledge that comes of long
life among them, and, in spite of all the
"mountain maids" in movies, had never

that was realistic. A Southern
mountaineer maid does not wander thru
the hills with hair hanging loose and
curling, dressed in a "gunny-sack"
(a mountaineer would say "tow-
sack"), however the movie
would have you believe
Miss Taliaferro was

"artistic" or "beautiful" in
the accepted meaning of
those words—but, oh! how
real and sincere she was!
With her

MOTION PICTURE
Jackie Saunders loves tomboy roles

so it isn't at all surprising to see hor
with hair "slicked back" into a braidastride a long-eared, patient-eyed burro'In her latest release, Jackie is known as

"Sunny Jane, the Queen of the
Farm," which sounds like some
new-fangled mowing-machine,
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skirt, I felt like
shout for joy when

her in the part. So, I say, let
us have Mabel Taliaferro in South¬
ern mountain dramas again and
again. Her sort of "character stuff"
proves that she knows and loves
the people she portrays, bless her!
The pathetic little bride, in her

cheap little cotton frock with its
coarse lace and the "sash" of
ribbon clumsily tied, the heavy
black slippers and cheap white
stockings, formed a picture in

•ny mind that I shant soon for¬
get because of its painstaking real¬
ism, not one whit of which wa

sacrificed in an effort to "idealize"
or "beautify" her role!
Ethel Barrymore, as a dance-hall

girl, after seeing her in the poignantly
sweet and appealing role of Helena
Richie, was hard to imagine. But she

did it, and made you believe it real—
which, after all, is the acid-test of this

"character stuff." As Nightingale Nan
in "The White Raven," Miss Barrymore
sang a funny little song, and danced a

"chorus-girl" dance in the regulation
short skirt and low bodice of the dance-
halls. And she was quite as good in
this sort of role, as in the latter part of
the picture, after she had blossomed into
a beautiful Metropolitan prima donna.

mmsm

or reaper, to
it. Tho, if

quaint B e 1 g i
house- dress of
stiffly

tinchermary pickford ij
"the foundling"

as. In
Olcott's

Having just signed a contract to work picturesque;under Mr. Griffith's direction, Miss rushes home
Tmcher lent his words the honor of close

that attention. And thus was born the in¬
spiration for "The Girl o' the Stripes," as
Miss Tincher has since become known.
In the "Bill the Office-Boy" series in

which Miss Tincher, famous stenog¬
rapher, first became known, her

ostume was always of black and

Thus, Miss Tincher's favorite
"character stuff" is black and

Valentine Grant, for all
that she plays dramatic
roles so beautifully and
with such genuine feel¬

ing, has a strong sense of
humor, which is fittingly
portrayed by the accom¬
panying photo of "Molly
Movie-struck," waiting pa¬
tiently on a hard bench in

the studio lot for some one to
a chance to become

According to the
scenario furnished by Miss
Grant, "Molly" has waited all
day, and, now that night is
falling, she is losing courage
and planning the quickest

and safest return to
Squash Center.

Miss Grant's latest
characterization,

Jackie's chief reaping is of hearts and
funds—the one being dependent uponthe other. But there is an iron-bound,
infracturable (or should it be unfrac-
turible?) rule in the offices of the Mo¬
tion Picture Classic against punning,
so I shall have, regretfully, to forego the
pleasure of making the above weakly
witty ( ?) remark.

Fannie Ward, Lasky's perennial child-
actress, adores "character stuff." In
Betty to the Rescue," she essays the

difficult role of a girl at four stages ofher career—twelve, fourteen, sixteen and
eighteen. And it is only fair to Bettyto say that she looks even less than
twelve, and is as convincing at that stage
as at the final stage of eighteen.
« Tincher is another star who adores
character stuff." When Miss Tincher

first met David Wark Griffith at a din¬
ner-party they were discussing MotionPictures.
. "Now, there," suggested Mr. Griffith,
indicating Miss Tincher, "is an ideal
combination for the screen—black hair,
white skin, black eyes, white teeth—

tJibeand W^'te' effectively combined, is

Belgian fisher-
maid. Our first
glimpse of her «

standing in the ocean
up to her knees, a basket
of live fish clasped under j
her arm. Her little home¬
spun costume consists of ■

knickerbockers and a plain
Russian blouse effect which
comes just above her knees.
About her head is wrapped
a woolen scarf. As she
hastens from the water,
satisfied in the peasant
way that the day's work is

h i n g could be

laundered
Mgingham, with

— quaint lace-trimmed
apron and crisp white-
winged cap, I'll war¬
rant her sweetheart

found her just as charming in her
fisher-maid garb.

And here endeth the first
lesson! 'Tis the fine art of
not looking just pretty.
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"r~i™111 at red sunset-glow was produced

J[ by the Titian tresses of Olga
Petrova, an Anglo-Polish actress,

who toys with the passions like a baby-
playing with a loaded revolver." Thus
did a Broadway dramatic critic pass
judgment upon Madame Petrova when
she made her successful debut in New
York, nearly six years ago. I reflected
over this scrap-book clipping as I was
ushered into Madame's dressing-room in
her New York studio.

Madame (she dislikes to be called
"Miss"), her back toward the door, was
seated before her mirror, busil;
engaged i n "touching
up" her make-u
when I was ush¬
ered in by the

accent to her English, while at semi-
occasional intervals she queries: "Do you
.see?" Of course, not in a supercilious
manner that is apt to place one on the
defensive, but rather in an attractive way
that serves to hold your interest from
other appealing characteristics.

After she had returned to her chair,
and motioned me to one opposite, she
asked what I wished to know about her.

"Your life would be very interesting,
I am sure/' I suggested.

"I was born in Poland," Madame
started, but stopped again. An Italian

organ-grinder had
paused in front

played seemed decidedly out of place. It
was not the usual ear-splitting ragtime,
but, instead, an old, old song, ^nd as we
listened the words drifted to my recol-

hildhood,
When fond recollec

"Do you k n (
Madame questioned
"When I heard that
song, I could not
help thinking of the
scenes of my child¬
hood in Poland.

and wel-

studio. Her
gray frock, which,"
to a person m o
versed in femini
than I, might h
had a special n
was decorated in true

vampire mode, and the
supporting role was
ably acted by a pair of pro-Ameri¬
can kidi boots, the length of which ap¬
peared to be inversely proportional to
the height.

The unique Petrova qualities, it seemed,
as Madame began conversing, are a very t h
pleasant smile, accompanied by a decided not
French lift to her eyebrows and shrug York—ii
to her stately shoulders, and a foreign sider grind-organs

Director, Who !* Also a!
Flier, Prefers Charges J *Against an Official.

inary to government terv- j ^

"errozsa-^
Xiy- W
that the women and children are made
to suffer for it!

"But to get back to the subject," she A
went on, as if throwing off an unpleasant
thought, "I had unlimited success on the
European stage, and so I decided to c
to America. My first attempt here
a miserable failure, and, after the first
night, I found myself
without a position. Do
you see?" (I nod¬
ded.) "I ' "

: another
0 a well-
1 last ef-

gagement,
but no one cared to give
opportunity. Finally I wei
known theatrical manager,
fort before returning to England, and
told him that I had been successful in

:e and England, and so must
re some ability. I asked him to
illow me to appear on his bill
that night. If I failed he was to

give me nothing; but if I suc¬
ceeded he was to pay me a
stipulated salary for the re¬
mainder of the season. He

granted me the opportunity, and I suc¬
ceeded. Do you see?"

"How did you come to enter pictures,
IVfcidame?" I asked.

"Two years ago," was the reply, "I
(Thirty-threeJ

received a

telegram from
the Metro Com¬
pany, asking if I
would consider

the pictures. I
scorned the

idea, and an¬
swered that I

,, did not care
I to sacrifice my

actress for the
pictures. The com¬

pany was not satis¬
fied, and sent a rep¬
resentative to inter¬
view me. This man

told me that Madame
*g flame" Bernhardt had acted

in the pictures, but I
answered: 'That does not concern me.

Madame Bernhardt can walk on her
head and still be Madame Bernhardt, but
with me it is different.' The offer, how¬
ever, was so tempting that I agreed to
do one picture, and signed a contract to
that effect, with the understanding that
the film could not be released without my
consent. In this way I was. certain of
fair treatment. Do vtiu see?" (I did.)
"I started work in the studio,-and liked
it so well that I have beeh in pictures
since then. In the last two years I have
acted in fifteen five-reelers."

After a short pause, Madame contin¬
ued: "There are four persons upon whom
the success of the picture depends—the
star, the director, the scenario-editor, and

the camera-man. The personality of the
leading actor is the quality that attracts

the people; the director must
make the film technically per-

feet, and see ' that no mis-
takes are made; the editor

niust do his work prop-
erly so the director can
do his part; and last,
but not least, the cam-

no blunders, or he
will spoil the labor
of the others. Do

I Madame Petrova, it
seems, believes in

combining the first and
the third — that is, the
and the author, in her
in order to have suitable

her individual

K ' personality. Not only this,
»but when she played in

vaudeville, Madame
wrote and composed

IF the m u s i c of her
songs. Madame is

|r / a classic also a lin-

should I say lin-
guistee?—for she is versed in five foreign
tongues.

Unlike many beautiful women, Mme.
Petrova has not been content to depend
upon the gifts of kindly nature, but has
believed it her duty to develop to the full
all the talents that she possesses. Al¬
ways she is a student and a thinker, and
it is a delight to watch the quick light¬
ning of her wit play around the landscape
of Moving Pictures, literature, religion,
politics and suffrage—for Petrova is an
ardent feminist.

With all her popularity and her many
interests, the Madame is something of a
recluse by nature, not being, as she ex¬
presses it, "a gregarious animal." She
likes her home and quiet hours with
books and music, but she also likes her
friends, and is never happier than when
sharing her best with them. Extremely
sensitive to criticism, she also loves, and
frankly confesses it, appreciation. "To
go into a theater and be pointed out as
Petrova, I like it; and the letters I re¬
ceive from all parts of the world are a
source of great satisfaction because they
express appreciation of me and what they
are good .enough to call my art. I like
to feel that I have helped and pleased
the multitudes. You will note that I have
tried to set a new standard for women

in my latest roles; not the sticky, nor
the weak and sinning kind, but the able-
bodied, able-minded woman who is able
to take care of herself.

Madame is married, yes—and "honest
Injun," she does not deny it; and she
owns up to being thirty-some years old.

As I left Madame's dressing-room I
decided that there must be another side
to her personality besides the vampire
she portrayed in Metro photoplays. Pos¬
sibly she is a feminine incarnation <*f
"Dr; Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,"
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=|g[^ Vivian Martin's Personally Conducted

■ aft Episodes—By
when the photography was so poor that audiences had to be
hit in the eye before they could recognize even characters, let
alone emotion. Restraint is the watchword of directors. The
less effort, the more the sense of power is conveyed to the
audience. Facial contortions, exaggerated beyond the limits

flicker, when the of plausibility, are no longer necessary and never were con-
was so fine an sidered as part of acting art. The registry of emotion, accom-

the plished by some of the more authoritative and accomplished
of the screen stars of today, is superb, as it appears in motion.
It is even better still.

It is easy enough, comparatively, to flash emotion while the
camera-crank turns. It is infinitely more-difficult to depict it
in a "still" picture. Vivian Martin, the little Paramount star,

who can do both. In the scores of parts she
. „ stage and screen she has expressed every emo¬

tion from slight pleasure to infinite pain, from mere coquetry
as sne to deep disdain, from perplexed speculation to rending horror,
switched In the "still" photographs' pictured here she takes us on a
o n t h e silent journey of emotion from delight to dread, and this is
light somewhat of the way she does it:
after 1. Delight. Vivian Martin's delight is that of a happy girl,

killing her It is not strenuous delight that lifts the head in any exalted
husband pose. Here she registers the emotion by the corner of the
and found mouth, the dimple in the chin and the pose of the head. It is
she was in anticipatory delight as well as present delight, and it is regis-

tered by Miss Martin, not by thinking of how she shalldK show her pearly teeth or dimple her chin, but by|r being delighted about some real thing.
2. Pleasure. A less objective form of delight
—more substantive and innate, with the par¬
ticular object of pleasure i

—Moving Pic¬
tures have made it so.

There was a time, in those
cheerless days before the cel¬

luloid began
motion of emoti
art it was scarcely visible
naked eye. Those were the day:

..ruL when emotion was vocal. Did
jjn| the heroine want to suggest her

deep despair to her audience—
she registered it from the

horror hers has played c

A

♦
i

.♦

the wrong flat—she
pumped her horror
from her thorax. Was
there occasion for the
villaiti to show his
scorn for the "papers"
—he registered it by a
snarl. Lady Macbeth':

own pet peeve was \
cally registered. She
noted horror by her

before she appeared R. U. E., fast
asleep. The vocal register was the of the eyes

register that drafted all emotioi ' ~
days before the films.
Today it is different. There
vocal aids to emotion in the pictures, speculation. The lifted eye-
The hero may sigh, the heroine may brows, the line in forehead
weep, her mother may plead, her and the look

the mouth-corners

brow and

3. Speculation. The
question of good or bad

i into the subje<

APPREHENSION

wailing violins,
deep-toned pipes of "the
largest Moving Picture
theater organ in this
section of the State."

-silent. Screen s

„ . , the shoul-
father may laugh, her sister may der suggest the attempt to
moan, her brother may roar, the make a decision. The mouth still holds

villain may snarl, the villainess pleasure,
may hiss all together when the 4. Indecision. Deeper speculation. Pleasure has

director yells "Camera!" and practically disappeared. There is slight trouble ap-
•the box begins to click— pearing in the furrowed forehead, the faint tilt to t

i ■ but all the registry of sound eyebrows and the drooped eyelids. Struggle is seen also 1
that will ever reach the the tension of the neck. The decision is a hard one to make
ears of the audience is 5. Apprehension. No doubt as to the result of the
Rubinstein's Melodie in F, indecision. There is clear apprehension here. The
or the Mysterioso Dra- eyebrows are lowered, the furrows are deeper in

matico No. 22 from the the forehead, the mouth is shut, pleasure has gone,
the the head is set straight ready for defense, the eyes

e keen and searching.
6. Scorn. A by-path from apprehension. For the
ent there is no fear of the object apprehended—merely
orn. Scorn always registers itself first in the nose,

nostrils lift, the mouth curls up from the corners, the eyebrows
: abandoned the methods in vogue in the days lift themselves high, and the figure i whole recedes from

(Thirty-four)
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„ "The Power and the Glory," This Star Add. Another
to Her Many Impersonations of the Cm e oun ry
Girl Who Love, a City Chap and U

Town to Be Made Into a Ladv-Thl. Pictnre
Is the Best of 1

friend el the North-
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in a. certain mill in tht *

-here she rises rapidry.
Certain crudities are allowed t«

developed which make the story «

Still
Tour from Delight to Dread—in Ten
HECTOR AMES mwm^

<■

.t%fcsa Zftr.™ inS'a"Ce W"h ,he a™ »°sed °» dumb, which would not
7. Fear. Scorn wont do. There is real f»ar r,™, tu °,n'y add greatly to

iS bu', Sfi? prove °usefuMn
this picture Mis, Martin, nnconsciouslj bS ^'Xcrlv Kl*/ J""",.0' ,he

ssssa^^as SBS&V9. Dread Deeper emotion of prospective misery The
»8.'protective buffer, the ?he subway

pufe and simple. P y marked as dread season's bon-
featurJ^The Iho^Me^L^rh^eTTo docks'orot™V***** ^

astis
parts with the beginning of a cry, and the headshrinks into the torso. Horror will soon be here.The orchestra crashes out its doloroso; the vil¬lain is stalking right into the middle of the still
fe and V'vian Martin worshiperst0rfrefnbIe- Enough! Flash on the
Banish Stfa' P y "L°ve in Arcady"!

We want |
horror!

J not poking
fun at you, but

merely talking
^ their own

sub-
,—, —.,6 with the
finer sense of re¬

straint, of repression
expressing of

• v amotions and the
: realistic interpretation

■uh ukead •" «*bly illustrated for us

Martin to ,m;u ul °Ur adm[rabIc.Vivian, the time A
lln„ ~f,rJ; n t0 smile has come when directors are pay- *

I have called the emotion 'ng attention to the manner
in motion 7 J actors, enunciate and also

silent and vet altho it •« R choice of lines which are used,silen" each d/v > ♦ y me™onTg lmes which exactly cor-
incr ?n y • 'I Stru,g" resP°nd with and carry out the full

S
*£'fes £££3*96*~1 Inbegg"C'tntpVreT„'',r "ffi" to'wben m'" 7?"'^ Villain has flown the coop and Mr Hen/i^at^U- on' indecis'on, apprehen^and Vivian, with her roseU Luth pursed un boks noHnlW T*into his fine eyes and formulates the age-worn ir£?et emotion, ° ! c ♦ v ^ese'I love you," it is seldom that a soul mwtl iT tr'Plet- emotions so as to realistic-

So while all the subtle shades of vocal tones musH^W ?f shf* °VCn' butir—SXXX UtffUgf!«*«•,wesssss FSW-.^vatin? the Wn-r^A-,^ u~uu
. , 10 express, thereby not

ll!
11~

fectly miserable!" ' ' ' helper- whole performance
This accomplishment of lip-reading is worth while studvinr ?°r Wh°conjunction with the facial expression of the emotion, T? E j greena" n"*ent' ,orm"'ycul,iva,ed *only ,he deai an<i """■ ^ars^Sfil ftttroniy ^,he

DREAD

^fl

^ Jt?ii&z'ne±v

j She wrote with two fingers, and soon wanted to know| how she could write with all ten and at the same time
be legible. When the play was ready for production
and Olive, with her supporters, was removed to the
mountains for filming the most important scenes, she
inquired if she might direct. Of course that was
out of the question. No actress has brains enough todirect. Why, some gentlemen who have never been
on a lot say that the regular directors haven't enoughbrains to do it, so how could an ex-"Follies" girl?

"But why not ?" retorted the irrepressible girl one.
Finally, in sheer desperation, the company and

director signed a petition asking that Queen Ques-
be given a chance at the megaphone. There¬

upon, the electric energies of the young star
fairly shot sparks. She directed with a
zeal that caused one of the players to moan,

Lord! it's going to be a regular Key¬
stone—speed—speed—speed! She's a demon
for action. Does she ever rest long enough

) do anything but ask 'why ?' or 'how ?'"
Olive's avocation came to a sudden

and almost disastrous end. She
s directing a scene with all the

fierceness of a Simon Legree,
when a snake ambled up and, as
tho bewitched by the charmer,
curled up affectionately at her
feet, with his neck upstretched.
"Madcap" gave a wild scream,
did a leap that would have
made Fairbanks look para¬
lyzed, and shot down the
mountainside like a forty-
centimeter shell, exploding

s she went. When the di¬
rector in charge over¬
took her, she was breath¬

less, but soon recovered
enough to say:
"Where did that infernal
thing come from? Did

he bite me? Was the
»e spoiled ? What

kind of a snake was it?
Do you think there are

many more around here? Will
you—will you finish directing that

"CHOW-CHOW" IS AS INQUISITIVE AS HIS MISTRESS

instead of glycerine ones? Who do some actresses smell
an onion when they want to cry ? Onions make me sneezy,

The eternal question-mark that punctuated all her utterances
became the terror of more than one expert. Soon it became
the practice to explain to Miss Ollie all the intricacies of a
production before she had a chance to commence her "third
degree." In four weeks she was capable of turning her hand
to anything, from taming a wild animal—or director—to build-

"Why the thirst for knowledge ?" she was asked.
"Well, you see, I'm only a 'Follies' girl, and may turn out aflivver star in pictures, so I'd better be prepared for a car¬

penter's job if necessary. Oh, by the way, why "But the other party to the colloquy fled as the question-mark flashed thru the air, and Ollie was left to solve the
problem which she had suddenly conjured up.Her interrogative exuberance finally caused thescenario editor to lay down his arms and give her a place
at his typewriter, where she proceeded to collaborate on
a play. For several days her inquisitiveness was quelled.

}live returned meekly
to her duties as star,
and for several days

no questions to
ask. Then she sud¬
denly had a desire to

pick the next location.
Y that time the ques-

crowd of-
no resistance. She

forth to explore.
Hours passed and the fair
Columbus returned not.
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tne South to t^ke over th
n a. certain mill in the to-s
it of the mountain*, and i
he meets and fall* in love

e allowed to
a the story «

n the whole,

Toward sun- jdown Olive re¬

turned looking
as tho she had
done an Annette •

Kellermann with¬
out heeding the ma¬
ternal advice anent

hanging one's clothes 01
a hickory limb.

"Where on earth have
you been?" chorused 1
the company. "And
where on earth did you
gather so many
clothes ?"

"Why be so deuced in¬
quisitive?" retorted the
dripping young person. "I was
looking around, when a lake got under
my foot and went up over my head, and
I thought I'd found my last location."

That night one of her pet Japanese
poodles wandered forth, presumably in
search of the location which Olive had
failed to find—due to the lake getting in
her way. The mistress discovered the
dog's absence, became worried, and finally
insisted on organizing a search-party for
him. The tired associates, fearful of the
eternal "why?" trailed forth, but the

e explorer could not be found. He
turned in during the wee hours of the
morning, stuck full of burs and looking
as tho he had enjoyed a rough and riotous

"Where do you suppose he has been ?"
asked one of the players.

"You reprimand me for asking ques-
retorted Olive, "and yet you

would ask a gentleman that. Chow-
chow," said she, addressing the accused,
"you need not answer. The question

Olive returned to the studio declaring
that she had spent the most glorious time
of her life up in the mountains, and that
she had almost learnt to write poetry
from gazing over the clouds that clus¬
tered around the mountain ridges.

Instead of being called Miss Inquisi¬
tive, she now has the title of Miss En¬
cyclopedia at the studio. When a vis¬
itor—a very dignified and commanding
woman—called at the studio not long ago,
she was escorted to the stage where the
star was working. The lady made sev¬
eral inquiries which puzzled the guide,
so he referred her to the director.

"Turn her over to Miss Encyclopedia.
She knows," replied that gentleman.

Olive, who at that moment was draped
i chair watching a festive cabaret
and propounding a question under

her curl-frescoed head, obliged.
"What is that the players are drink¬

ing?" asked the visitor.
"Champagne." promptly replied Miss

Encyclopedia.

away. Short¬
ly after Olive

was summoned to

appear in the manager's
office.

"What did you tell this lady that
the players were drinking?" she
was asked, sternly.

& "Champagne."
♦ "But you know they are

not. This lady is a
prohibitionist, and she
accuses us of plying

the actors with intoxi¬
cating liquor."
"Oh!" murmured the

wide-eyed star. "Oh!
Well, you see, I didn't want

her to think we faked our
Come on back and I'll give you

drink," she suddenly exclaimed, turning
toward the accuser.

After considerable argument the
woman returned and was presented
with a glass of the sparkling beverage.
She sipped hesitatingly, then with more
boldness.

"Why," said she, "it tastes like apple-
cider."

"Yes, that's what it is. Sparkling
apple-juice," replied the chastened Olive.
"Come back tomorrow and we'll give you
some Burgundy strawberry pop or Cook s
Imperial lemon phosphate."

The lady departed satisfied, and as she
passed out she remarked:

"I think your star, Miss Thomas, is
charming, so entertaining and interesting.
She took me around and explained every¬
thing on the place."

This ingratiating manner makes it
possible for' the young actress to ac¬
cumulate her stock of information with¬
out arousing rebuke. No one star,

^director, scenario-writer or property
man—is permitted to upset the dis¬
cipline of the Triangle studio, where an
efficient and smooth-running system ot
production has been recently perfected.
So only during waits or off-duty hours
does Olive receive instruction in the

(Thirty-eight)

various phases of work.' Her single
directorial effort was made on a day
when regular work was impossible be¬
cause of the weather, but she insists that
she is always studying the methods of
the directors with the intention of be¬
coming a regular producer some time.

A recent production required
a dancing scene in which a large
company of girls appeared. The
director was on the point of call¬
ing in an instructor to drill the
dancers, when the star volun¬
teered her services. For several
days she labored consistently with
the coryphees until they had mas¬
tered the intricacies of the latest
Broadway steps. In return for
this assistance the director agreed
to reveal some of the mysteries of
his art, but only on condition that
the star was willing to spend time
at the studio after the work for
the day had been completed. Was
she willing? She certainly was.
Golf, tea and motoring were for¬
gotten while she went over the
script of her next play, study¬
ing the author's descriptions of
scene, setting and character, and
endeavoring to originate the little
"bits of business" that give the
touch of reality and human in¬
terest to a photoplay.

"That girl has a business wom¬
an's head," remarked the direc¬
tor after this course of study. "I
believe she will be capable of
directing some day, but tragedy
will never be her line. She'd
speed up Lady Macbeth and have
her doing a fox-trot and a hand¬
spring. Olive is a joy-of-living
optimist—but an intelligent one." Bn UK

Soon it became bruited around
[NT0 FA

that Olive posesssed brains—that
she had been actually caught
using them in several instances. Such
scandalous rumor about a film player had
to be stopped. I discovered the Thomas

rnado teaching a crowd of girls a new
ince that called for considerable ath-
tic agility. As r approached, primed
question , her, she ceased

er der <r» vish whirl,ushed back her
,irand Jmffiat.

"Brains ? Brains are—brains are——"
I stuttered, and then reached for my
pocket dictionary. With considerable
gusto I declaimed from Webster:

"Brains: (a) in vertebrate animals the
large mass of nerve tissue inclosed in
the shell or cranium, regarded as the

""" ""ST'X,t

"Have you brains?" I asked her.
"Brains?" she puffed; and then, with

i mischievous smile, "What are brains?"

eludes the cerebrum in front and
above and the cerebellum below
at the back, (b) In many in¬
vertebrates, a large ganglipn more
or less corresponding to the brain
of the vertebrate."

I paused and regarded the lady

"A vertebrate!" she muttered
in awed manner. "You want to
know if I am a vertebrate?"

I nodded solemnly.
"I dont know. I hope not,"

she replied. "But they call me
'most everything around here."

Then, with a flash of inspira¬
tion and a smile, she exclaimed:

"The best Way to find out
whether I've got them is to ask
somebody, isn't it ? Do you think
I ask too many questions? Do
you think it pays to learn some¬
thing about pictures? Are all
film actresses boobs? Maybe I'm
getting my celluloid diploma too
fast, eh ? Think I have brains ?"

"I'm sure I dont know. You
are almost too good-looking, Miss
Thomas, to be so afflicted-"

"Is it an affliction ? Dont good-
looking people have them ? Why
dont they? Do just homely peo¬
ple have them? Have you "
I spun dizzily around on one heel,
Chaplin fashion, and did a Key-

iuiLED stone marathon thru the studio
,'hnut gates- I have an awful hunch

that the young lady with inter¬
rogation points dancing in both

eyes is a super-vertebrate—a beauty with
brains! But. where did she get 'em ?
Why, in the business without brains!

Do you remember the little place
With the trellised porch, that used to

The .setting sun, down at the pier?
Remember Jean, and the bottles of cheer
We'd buy of him, when the light was

Buy, and drink with our make-ups on?

1 was taking some good stuff then,
Guns, and horses, and fighting men,
And they said I was hitting the Griffith

(But, God! I was dead as a stone inside.
-Life was an endless celluloid sham—
A ribbon of piffle.) Check, please, Sam.

OVER THE TOP WITH JEAN
By WALTER EDMAND MAIR

Remember when Jean closed lip one

1 do. I was down on the beach. The
light

Of those southern stars came drifting

On Jean and me and the sleeping town.
"M'sieu," he said, "if you want a chance
To live again—well, there is France."

Morning—and orders! "Over the top!"
Somebody shouted. God! hozv men drop
When the gas gets 'em! Right thru the

Jean led the way in that devilish fire!
And I—when I struck with my bayonet—

Saw Jean strike a match to a cigaret.

Now I'm here.
And somehow I think that Jean will peer
Down thru the clouds, till I lose the sun,
And then he'll know that the day is done
For me at last. He'll set a chair
And open a bottle for me up there.
And I'll ask for a glass that is set with

And we'll whisper a toast: "To France
—and Mars—

And an hour of LIFE!" Do you catch
what I mean

When I say I went over the top with
Jean ?
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The Stage Women's War Relief has
thousands of active members; it has sent
twenty-five cases of surgical dressings,
rubber goods, knitted garments and baby
clothes abroad, donated books, clothing

:y, and given fr
precious gifts

thought and service to the
cause of- war relief. <\nd

many a dainty finger was
blistered and pretty face
scorched over a hot preserve-
kettle in order to fill the
hurry call order for jams,
jellies and preserves to be
sent to France to the Bien-
Etre des Blesses.
The Motion Picture Com¬

mittee, under the ef¬
ficient chairmanship
of Mrs. J. Stuart
Blackton, swelled the
funds of the society by

thousand dol¬
lars cleared at the Mov¬

ing Picture ball. The
star? of the screen have

responded to the call for
service as whole-heartedly

__ those of the stage. Ethel
Barrymore, Billie Burke, Madge
Kennedy, Gladys Hanson and
Crystal Heme have spent long
hours about the tables in the

S. W. W. R. workrooms,
making bandages, knitting

helmet-caps or sew-
ti tiny baby clothes

(Forty)

Ye Posters of Annette
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Daughter of the Gods! Thy mind was sette,
Annette! Annette!

To conquer weakness nor to frette,
Until each obstacle was roette.
Thy triumph, dear, is one safe bette!

Annette! Annette!

Daughter of the Gods! Thou mermaid wette!
Annette! Annette!

Sinews like thine, we'd all begette—
No loss of time in thy toilette,
Thy posters, dear, are one joylette!

Annette' Annette!

Daughter of the Gods! We'll ne'er forgette!
Annette! Annette!

Staid fathers rubbered! Some are yette!
Timic hath put out a sign "To Lette!"
So much, dear, for thy posterette!

Annette! Annette!

Daughter of the Gods! Famed Neptune's pette!
\nnette! Annette!

Laughing, whispering wives are mette
To conquer or to die, they're sette:
Thy posters, dear, we'll ne'er regrette!

Annette! Annette!

Daughter of the Gods! We're in thy debrte
Annette! Annette!

For old and young to gaze were mette;
Some moss-grown ones were heard to frette :
But live ones thee will ne'er forgette!

Annette! Annette!
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Z, Tom Sawyer ImmorI Jack Pickford Re-Lives the Mississippi River

By paulH.

while tom and becky':
ran smoothly

adventure

■fallllll

talized in Celluloid 3
Days of Mark Twain and Tom Sawyer
DOWLING

bring him out on the
back roof, and

down to the
group of boon
companions
which, be¬
sides Tom

in" 1 u dTd
John Briggs,
i Bowen boys

and Will Pitts
(characters who
are all brought

They

yer's courtship (
'

becky thatcher is
the sweetest boyhood tale in fiction

they were only mischievous boys,
thoughtless, and rather disregardful
of the rights and comforts of others."

One of the exploits of the band which
Clemens always remembered was the
"borrowing" of a boat on which they
cruised up to Turtle Island and other
points of romantic interest to small boys
along the Mississippi, there to spend their
time feasting on turtles, fish and mussels,
with general marauding for a pastime.
The boys also borrowed a can of red
paint and a brush, returning these ar¬
ticles, but not the boat, after they had
so successfully camouflaged its appear¬
ance by the paint and a sail that the
owner on several occasions, when the
craft glided up and down past the town,
declared: "If that boat was green instead
of red, I would swear it was mine."

In addition to the portrait of Mark
Twain himself, which is given to us as
Tom Sawyer in fiction and Jack Pick-
ford in the film portrayal, the other
characters of these eventful days in
Missouri have been identified as very

real people of Sam Clemens' daily asso¬
ciations. The portrait of Jane Clemens,
Sam's mother, as the Aunt Polly of Tom
Sawyer, is considered perfect. Jane
Clemens was a woman who ruled her
household with a sturdy switch, bearing
withal much love for the young and
delicate Sammy. An incident of Clem¬
ens' life gives an interesting insight
into the character of Jane Clemens.
Sam had nine narrow escapes from
drowning, and when, after one of
these, he was brought home in a
limp and unpromising condition, Jane

Clemens restored him to activity with
the aid of castor oil and mullen tea,

remarking quite characteristically,
much as Aunt Polly would have, "I
guess there wasn't much danger.
People born to be hanged are safe
in water." Henry Clemens, brother to
Sam, has been identified as the Sid of
the Tom Sawyer story, and was in reality
a finer character than Sid, always loved
dearly by Sam, who fought for him
oftener than with him. The Mary of
the Tom Sawyer book was Sister
Pamela, who usually supervised Sam's
spiritual exercises, made him go to school
and saw to it that he washed his neck
and ears, one of the most painful duties
ever allotted to a small boy, who would
rather go dirty thru life than wash. In
the performance of these daily cares
Sister Pamela earned immortality as
Cousin Mary. Another of the interest¬
ing characters which have been pre¬
served on the screen is Becky Thatcher,
who was the prettiest girl in town and the
sweetheart of Tom Sawyer. Just as
Becky Thatcher's folks moved to town
in the story, it so happened that the
Hawkins family, with their daughter,
Laura, came to Hannibal, where Sam
Clemens at once became the devoted ad¬
mirer of the beautiful little daughter.
Joe Harper, who was one of the boys
with whom Tom Sawyer ran away to a
"pirate island," in real life was John
Briggs, one of the kindred spirits in Sam
Clemens' and Tom Blankenship's gang.

As it was to Tom Sawyer, the river
appeared to Sam Clemens as "the path
of adventure, the gateway to the world.

the youthful Sam
Clemens passed his event¬
ful but care-free boy¬

hood days with the other mischiev¬
ous youngsters of the little town of Han¬
nibal, Missouri, he did not dream that
these very adventures of his would serve
as the basis for one of America's best-
known works of fiction and probably the
world's best delineation of boy charac¬
ter—Tom Sawyer. Likewise, a good
many years later, when Clemens, writing
under the name of Mark Twain, immor¬
talized Tom Sawyer in fiction, he had no
idea of the possibility of the character
living again in Motion Pictures—an art
then unheard of. But the cycle of fact,
fiction and the drama has been com¬

pleted by Lasky's presentation of Jack
Pickford in the role of the immortal
Tom.

In a biography of Mark Twain, writ¬
ten recently by Albert Bigelow Paine,
we are given a fascinating picture of life
along the Mississippi River and in the
little towns which were the scene of the
real boyhood adventures of Sam Clem¬
ens, the Bowen boys, Will-Pitts, John
Briggs, and Tom Blankenship, which
afterward grew into the fiction adven¬
tures of Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn and
the Tom Sawyer band, so dearly loved bv
the readers of the present day. Mark
Twain tells us, according to Paine, that
Tom Sawyer was himself, John Briggs
and Will Bowen combined in one. When
he painted the immortal picture of Tom
Sawyer in fiction, Mark Twain remem¬
bered with remarkable vividness the ex¬

ploits of his own band of small boys in
the river town—exploits which paralleled

those of Tom Sawyer's band. Huck whose
Finn, one of the most picturesque boy biography
characters in all fiction, which is also of the cele-
presented on the screen in the film ver- brated au-
sion of Tom Sawyer, had his original thormaybe
in Tom Blankenship, son of "old drunken taken as
Ben Blankenship" in Hannibal, and was,
according to the biographer, "a ruin of
rags, a river-rat, an irresponsible bit of
human drift, kind of heart and possess¬
ing that priceless^ boon, absolute una<
countability to any human soul. He
never had to work or go to school;
he could do all things, good or bad,
that the other boys longed to do and
were forbidden. He represented to
them the very embodiment of lib¬
erty, and his general knowledge
of important matters, such as
fishing, hunting, trapping, and all
manner of signs, spells, hoodoos
and incantations, made him im¬
mensely valuable as a companion.
The fact that his society was pro¬
hibited gave it a vastly added charm."

The family of Huck Finn, the Blank-
enships in real life, lived in a ramshackle was a firm
old place which was probably quite pre¬
tentious in 1844—the approximate date
of Clemens' boyhood adventures. Old
drunken Ben Blankenship never dreamt "He was likely to be
that pieces of his house would be sold as , there at any hour of the
souvenirs because of the literary fame day, and he and Tom
of his son Tom. "Sam Clemens adopted Blankenship had
the Blankenships outright," says Paine, signals at night which would
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lent forms, such as stogies and strong
corncob pipes. It is quite reasonable to
suppose that this incident has a very close
parallel in the life of Sam Clemens him¬
self, altho .we cannot be sure about the
drowning episode which was the grand
finale of the piratical expedition, when
Tom, Joe and Huck appeared in person,
wet and bedraggled but thofoly enjoy¬
ing the situation, at their own funeral

That most of the home incidents of
Tom Sawyer really happened to Sam
Clemens is. vouched for by Paine's mem¬
oirs. Sam Clemefts really did inveigle
a lot of small boys into whitewashing
the Clemens fence by pretending that
whitewashing was not drudgery but very
enjoyable sport, and he did give pain¬
killer to "Peter," the family cat.

Concerning the school-days chronicled
in Tom Sawyer, the biographer of Mark
Twain says: "The school which Clemens
attended was ruled with a rod in those
days, and little Sam's back was sore as
often as the next. When the days of
early summer came and he could see the
sunshine on Holliday's Hill and the glint
of the river, it seemed to him that to be
shut up with a Webster's spelling-book
and a cross old-maid teacher was more

than human nature could bear."
Upon Sam's failure to comply with

certain rules of conduct at the school—a
dereliction which was quite frequent on
Sam's part—young Clemens was com¬
manded to go outside and get a stick
for his own correction. The boy4iad all
the woods of Missouri from which to
select a stick, but evfen the smallest of
switches looked thoroly discouraging. '

was a cooper's shop
with a lot of shavings

itrinnr about. They in-
Sam to return to

er with

breaking process of a shattered
love affair, and, furthermore,
suffered an unjust' licking at home.
For him life was ruined unless he

went away to live a life of crime. Joe
Harper had undergone similar sor¬
rows in his own life. So it was nat¬
ural that the two should be drawn
together with but a single thought,
that of enlisting the comradeship of
the irrepressible Huck Finn, and with
him travel thru, uncharted seas, seek¬
ing riches and glory thru piratical ex-

One of the first things the boys did,
when their raft floated away and left
them on one of the river islands, was
to learn to smoke Huck's pipe. The
results were the same as usually happen

teacher herself un-

find a more

which to adminis¬
ter the punish¬
ment. A similar
incident takes
place in Tom
Sawyer, when
Aunt Polly com¬
mands T o m to
hand her the
family switch,

which is leaning
against the door-

jamb, in a location
where it can be easily

and frequently reached.
Tom Sawyer didn't want

to take a licking any more
than Sam Clemens did,

so, after he employed
the expedient of get-

AUNT POLLY WAS HANDY WITH HER DREADFUL SLIPPER ting Aunt Polly to look
behind her just after he

to small boys who investigate tobacco for had handed her the switch, in the in-
the first time in its more virulent and vio- stant of Aunt Polly's belief that there

The river, with its islands, its great,
slow-moving rafts, its marvelous steam¬
boats that were like fairyland; its stately
current swinging to the sea." It is no
wonder that, at the age of nine, Sam
made his first runaway from home on a
river-boat, and that, years later in fiction,
Tom Sawyer did the same. Unlike Sam,
however, who made his escape as a stow¬
away on a river steamer, Tom Sawyer,
with Huck Finn and Joe Harper, stole
away on a raft of, presumably, the boys'
own making or "borrowing." It was the
same call of the river as that which was

ever present in the mind of Sam Clem¬
ens which led Tom to depart with Huck
and Joe for a life of piracy.

Tom had just gone thru the heart-

HALEHAi
RING,

grandeur to
all boys

along the great river. Aeroplanes
weren't heard of in Sam Clemens' boy¬
hood, but had they been, Sam's ambition
would undoubtedly have been to be an
aero pilot instead of the god of a river
packet. Jack Pickford may yet succeed
in running away from his mother's vigi¬
lant watchfulness—which is intent upon
keeping him a screen star—and succumb
to the same youthful wanderlust which
lived in Mark Twain and Tom Sawyer.
For the present, however, he will have to
be content to give this to the world as
Tom Sawyer on the screen.

Nobody but a boy at heart could at¬
tempt to screen the immortal Tom Saw¬
yer. The character is so uncouth but
lovable, mischievous but true, whimsical
but filled with the idealism of boyhood,
deceitful but honest, cringing but cour¬
ageous—the all-in-allness of American
boyhood—that it takes ahalf-boylikejack
Pickford to portray Tom Sawyer. The
boy who believes life an adventure, and
then goes out and weaves real adventure
out of homespun surroundings, is a great
captain, whether of adventure or busi¬
ness, in after-life. It was so with Tom
Sawyer. He lived freely, gave freely,
hated fiercely, loved devoutly and well,
and in the end left his life and character
indelibly planted in the hearts of the
great army of American boys who have

followed him.
It is unfor-

That Jack Pickford would
make an ideal Ton) Sawyer, as
drawn so vividly in Mark
Twain's book, was realized as
soon as the Lasky Company
arranged for the photoplay
rights to the works of the
famous author. By virtue of the
boyishness which pas charac¬
terized the productions in
which Jack Pickford has al¬
ready made a screen name for
himself, elevating him above the
station of being merely "Mary'! which Sam Clemens

of his family, no better selection could and become an aeronaut. Sam Clemens'
have been made for the role of one great ambition, which he actually realized
of America's best-known characters of later in life, was to become the pilot of

tunate that Mark Twain could not
have lived to see his best character
transferred to the screen. He had
already lived the life of Tom, since he
admitted that Tom Sawyer was built out
of his owjn life, and he had seen the
events of these boyhood experiences of
his own grow into a great and lasting
work of fiction. Could he have seen the
events of his own life and those of Tom
Sawyer once more immortalized—this
time for a permanent record on the
screen—the cycle of fact, fiction and
drama would have been before his eyes.
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Herbert Rawlinson "Comes Thru'
The Career of a Rolling Stone Who Gathered Moss JMmr

" T T ERE/' as he Vs
I I called on the Uni-

I versal City lot and
-1- A at the Athletic

Club in Los Angeles, started
to "come thru" at a tender
age, and he has done it. He
is English, as everybody
knows; but that's not what
made him so indomitable. He
was born that way. He
emitted his first bawl on the
south coast of England, and
almost immediately began his
athletic career by learning to
swim like a fish, to ride to
hounds at an age when most
kids are in the nursery. He
took time to secure an educa¬
tion in Brighton, England, and

By L LLIAN MAY
he hung around the opera
house in a small Canadian
town until he got a job in a
stock company at six dollars
a week. Then followed a suc¬
cession of stock and road com¬
panies, after which Herbert
Rawlinson invaded New York
and played in-and-out of
there until there came the call
of the screen.

Among his successes are his
work in Jack London's "Sea
Wolf," "The Law of His
Kind," "The Spy," "Damon
and Pythias" and many others
preceding his phenomenal suc¬
cess in "Come Thru."

And he sure does love his
work. Not even friend wife,

phone

Then my parents moved to Oakland, Os
completed my high-school course and

| am one of the "old boys? for at'thc'prelen't moment * Ythink'T ahvayfhad an inclination for the stage, butam playing' "An American Live Wire," drawn from my mother's brother, who was himself an actor, en-toe colorful a„d picturesque O. Henry novel, "Cabbages deavored to blight my aspirations with tales of pitfalls,
Kings." hardships and the futility of the profession. He must

-Having ,hus established an alibi, I will proceed to have been a good actor, because he always depicted theadmit

| -« autobiographers, that I was born. The horrors of theatricaUite so realistically that I tu
)se" I Tshou?da?ayW"somTwhCTentS Call- ^CurioSy^nough,1 my fiS self-supporting effort

|| QF W|lujlH j mT
stage, but i
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KING, QUEEN
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FLORENCE REED
IS UNITED STAR



"A Japanese Nightingale" First of
Extra Selected Star Photo-Plays

Released Throngh Pathe.

#

Summer Is Coming

■I II
US of
Is You Know'1



A Little Make-up
Relished by the

The Indian brave, looking down on his
papoose, is not an Indian at all, but Alfred
Whitman, the Vitagraph leading-man.

MARY THURMAN

Mary Thurman, who has become
internationally famous as a beauty in
the Mack-Sennett comedies.

This old man holding on to the loaf of bread
is none other than our esteemed young friend,

■ j Warren Kerrigan, the Paralta star.

This quaint old lady fixing her bonnet is I
only nineteen years old. Can it be possible ?
Certainly, for Ella Hall, Universal star,
is responsible for the characterization. }

with La'sl
studio at r

keep every
night. Pns
in the com

fatigue, and
ever;they q

1 couldn't help r

Now and Then Is
Best of 'Em

Stevens maue nci
entrance to the
speaking stage,
and it w a s not

MISS STEVENS IN '

MARION
DAVIES

GARWOOD,

This tottering old mai
glimpse of the sea, is
Billy Garwood. You'd
it, would you ?

handsome

MONROE SALISBURY

This picture of sorrowful-looking
Allesandro, in "Ramona," is just
Monroe Salisbury, the Bluebird star,
in one of his characterizations, the
best piece of acting he has ever done.

CHARLES RAY

How many would pick this bold bandit
to be Charles Ray, Ince's "Wonder
Boy"? This is how he looked several
years ago in "Thieves of the Desert."
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Decollete—A Revue
« p-v ont torn your back to the audi
\_) tion; and "Dont turn your

—that is, if you haven't the
a back was not considered at all ex
termined entrance showing only the
way. Nowadays, with the French
a meaning of its own. To turn the
out a new shade of meaning; the
are the exclamation points of expres
the neophyte used to wail, but now
way into fame equally as well.

MGLE [ * j
i EDWARDS

of Famous Backs

TLNAK 2US>

the moss-grown stage admoni-

back. In the twilight years of pictures
pressive—decollete always made
front panorama, and retired the
shrug in fashion, every little back has
back upon the camera is but to
dimples and contours of famous
sion. "If I only had a camera face!'
with a camera back she can shrug her

rell
rfes
ie-
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VIRGINIA PEARSON, THE FOX STAR, AT



SELECT STAR CHANGES HER PLANS

KHf KAfilt ^ III

Director Blache Has Entire Cast,
Including Lead, at Studio for

Opening Scenes.

ETHEL BAREYMOEE IS STAR

JOHN M'GOWAN IS
ENGAGED FOR ROLE

IN METRO PICTURE
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JZ£„. K.~ «. I I rhis UaW« Picture, N
wm^VMre^itor°3d"XrentS! fW bY Little Georgie 5
ing feature of love aod patriotism. The Qf Belgian Children
.«*• tfthe, ptaj takes place So Scotland r«rr,~JV T„vr,C R

J. Welter says:

Boy Actor Is Real He
Millers Film "Till

HI

m
Iff
1

Not Much Better Than Most of Its Kind, but It is Lifted
Stone and the Incidents Dealing With the Saving
From Prussian Brutality—Bryant Washburn, Once

in Comedy, Turns Romantic Hero. •

2
1 if

If!
L;l

Carlyle Blackwell
Proves He Is

Harry O. Hoyt Provides the World Film Star With a De-
lightful Story, Which Is Cleverly Developed by

I her home. It s

ii*T>

mrnxm
. I. "7 ****

y^Dssiti/ir
Nazimova

Hazel ^mpron Raylor

=£=H~rS
latter's death David tods that Morton



 



S. M. Wsays:

FAIRBANKS COPIES
IN "HE COMES

Laurence t(eid says:

A Reissue of "Wildflower"
Progress Made in A

Feature With Marguerite Clark, Harold Lockwood and Jack Pickford Pro¬
duced Four Years Ago Is Hopelessly Out of Date and Cannot be Taken
Seriously Now—Valuable Only as Basis of Comparison.

The Better Half" Is B
Alice Brady Has

Montagu Love
Task in"To H

Miriam Michelson's Novel, "Michael Thwaite's Wif
Motion Picture as Scenarioized by Louis Sherwi
Unsuspected Talent in Portraying Twin Sisters.

JOHN WEBB Dilheights



Geraldine Farrar making up for her first movie role ir
"The Turn of the Wheel." Make-up for screen work ii
more elaborate than that required for the stage.

L i '

: •

IturimIG CO.



 



 



PARAMOUNT
Work Will Be as

JACK ABBE. JAP¬
ANESE ACTOR, ID

■MrSTIC FACES'



VIRGINIA PEARSON

Strong Case Is Made
Gladys Brockwellin" The

S. M. Welter says:

WILL ROGERS MAKES
BILL HYDE" WORTH

;B«chann©ra's Wii

Justice Miles Formamy
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com[
'ASHES IF LDVE'

HAS BIGGEST
CLIMAX



 



 



In "The She De
Bara Is a Sp

Charlie Chaplin, PlapingKeeps
Them All Roaring

Again Shows He Is Not Dependent Upon His Dinky Derby and Slender Cane
—Comedian Was Never Funnier or More Original Than in This Bur¬
lesque on Life in the Ti

Tom Moore Is Too Clever
On Such Poor Stuff" "

New Star's Second Goldwyn Picture Is a Slow Moving Vehicle Even if the
Hero Is a Chauffeur Who Elopes With the Daughter of His Rich Em¬
ployer—Probably This Is Because the Story Is So Old It Can't Go Fast.

Tfce Cast.
track, which is won by the hero. But

it falls flat. Evidently a few stock

Moore is not givfcn any great help by

lilill ijliitti!illi«!iiitiliili appointed in him personally, and his
(

inent place for him in the Armament :

must' not :



MRS. VERNON
ARRIVES

En Route to France to Make Picture for Red Crt
Papers Protest Aga
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J. M. Welter says:

NazimovcCs Rare Art
Make">1/1 Eye For AnI

No One Knows How Really Remarkable an Actress This Russian Star Is
Until Having Seen Her on the Screen, and This Metro Production Shows
Her at Her Very Best—Such Emotional Pantomime as Hers Cannot Be
Matched in Motion Pictures.
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IiFF W&fe
(DIGS

ice lieid says:

le Blackwell Plays
Who Reforms In "HiI
s, It Is a Girl Who Starts Kid Kelly on the Right Track and Guar-
to Keep Him There the Rest of Their Lives—Plenty of F
in This

of Trc
Latest World Picture, with the Star Having His Fu

v*;

J. M. Welter says:

Elsie Ferguson Personally
Her Picture "Under



 



 



 



 



"A LADY'S NAME" NOT ONE OF
CONSTANCE TALMADGE'S BEST

The Abundant Humor Common in Most of This Star's Pic¬
tures Is Missing from Her Latest, Though Her Own

Charm and Personality Help It Considerably,
and Make It Fairly Diverting.

Laurence lieid says:

"Cheating Cheaters" Best Picture Clara
Kimball Young Has Had for Some Time

Actress Reveals Unexpected Gifts at Comedy, and sb Does Frank Cam-
peau, Who Is the Acting Star of the Feature-Comical and Melodra¬
matic Incidents Are Cleverly Commingled.



Reissue of "The Serpent"
Bara in One of Her Earl

Old Picture Compares Favorably with Any of the Star's Later 1
It Is Chock Full of Action and Passion and Works Up to a Big Tn



IN FILM
LAND

HUNTLEy CORDON
SVLVIA BREAM ES
AND HERBERT

RAWLINCTON
IN

<J. STUART
BLACKTONe/'

"The Common
Cause"

Bushman
NP

3EVERi->r
®AyNE-

VlTAGRAPH
d5>TARc/" '

VlRCTINIA JJEE.
,rv—

>BE^ond THE LAW
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mURCOETOURNEUR-y

Theda Bara's Famous
Regeneration in Her

Blanchette, of the Paris Underworld, Is as Bad as They Are Made in the
Early Portion of the Picture, but the War and Real Love Awakens Her
Soul and Her Better Nature Asserts Itself—Well Produced and Well
Acted Feature.

YOUTH VS. AGE IS
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PAULINE FREDERICKBfiihes

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN

HAROLD LOCKWOOD
Metro Star in "Pals First"



DORJS KENYON
Starting as a chorister in Brooklyn, and

after a sensational career with Pathe, Famous
Players and World, Doris Kenyon finds her¬
self at the head of her own producing company
at the age which most young girls are still
dreaming of a career.

L_
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A Stage Failure Is Whipp\\
Screen Success tor Co

"Saturday to Monday," Renamed "Experimental Marriage," PrtMdes Live-'
ly Entertainment with Select's Lively Comedienne in the Stellar Role-
Clever Players in Small Roles.



Another O. Henry Story
Reproduced on S< i



 



A Patriotic Coquette
Bara's Long List

,1 ~
Vamping German Officers for the Cause of Humanity Gives Famous Fox

Siren a Chance to Ring in Some Changes Upon Her Familiar Character¬
ization—An Exciting and Speedy Feature.

sr

Sail



Kitty Gordon Indulges
"Vamping" in World

Star Varies Her Recent Characterizations by Appearing in a Wholly Un¬sympathetic but Dramatically Powerful Role—An Excellent Produc¬tion Under Direction of Frank Crane.

'/vfz
we-
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JTH ROLAND l<5 AGAIN IN A "PAJHE. cS£RlAU
-photo cg> lay Jr * *
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Famous Players to Build $2,000,000
"Movie" Plant on Long Island City Block

jrzrAsars-- ' "■»- 4*

£g Much of the interest it sustains Is

a SB"aS®BS53
3 s;;%s7¥." w
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of other films of the surae s

"THELDA
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HUMPHRE/
JNUa5TUAR,T

JbUACKTON'tP
NEWEST

PRODUCTION

"A HOUcTE-

J>lVIDEO "
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SECTIONSEVEN

NEWYORK,SUNDAY,

14,1919-

ROSECOGHLAN'S50YEARSONTHESTAGE
USo/^SRE

^OSE COGHLAN TODAY

FamousActressCreditsHerHandsomeIrishPapaWithHerLooksandDis¬ positionMadeHerDebutasOneofMacbeth'sWitches

sazvnorjxis

ani q3iqMP



RoseCoghlanTellsofHerFirstLeadingPartandFirstProposalW
133..

i •h' %

FamousActressin MemoirsWrites
ofGirlhoodExpe¬ riencesinWhich HerPenchantfor RunningAway HelpedShapeHer Destiny

RecallsEarlyRo¬ manceWhenfor TwoWeeksShe Entertainedthe ThoughtThat LoveWouldCom¬ pensateforLossof



RoseCoghlanTellsofHerFirstLeadingPartandFirstProposal fvrU,/Ih ,:f.j.i•-:::V^Ĥt _hm.iLhxdt'L.-'



RoseCoghlanTellsofHerFirstLeadingPartandFirstProposal
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1THESUN,SUNDAY,OCTOBER5,1919.
SunshineandShadowinRoseCoghlan'sFirstNewYorkVisit



THESUN,SUNDAY,OCTOBER12,1919.
HowRoseCoghlanWonFame AsLeadingLadyatWallack's

HerTriumphsin"Diplomacy,""For¬ getMeNot"andOtherPlaysand<in EngagementinCaliforniaWhere ShePlayedUnderBelascoAre RecalledinMemoirs



THESUN,SUNDAY,OCTOBER12,1919.
HowRoseCoghlanWonFame AsLeadingLadyatWa!lack's

HerTriumphsin"Diplomacy,""For¬ getMeNot"andOtherPlaysandan EngagementinCaliforniaWhere ShePlayedUnderBelascoAre RecalledinMemoirs
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THE NEW YORK DRAMATIC MIRROR

ASTOR PLACE RIOTS
ofMay 10, IS49.

CAUSES LEADING UP TO THE QUARREL BETWEEN FORREST AND MACREADY,WHICH FORMS A TRAGIC PAGE IN THE ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN STAGE

V, r

„ _,d of this occurrence Rees saw £ the n^wspap^ that a dTnner wasTvenmeES\f"Sf SSLt'f.? '.np^L,wa"i S,Sr'aSSS»«« pLL'raftXrK'mb» "*
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plays, especially Richelieu, by the American actor, It is evident that Forrest firmly believed that Ha-
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MME. GALU-CDRCI COMES TO !
TERMS WITH CAMPANINI

Chicago Report Has It the Prima Donna Will Receive
$1,700 a Performance in New York—How the

Blizzard Hurt the Windy City Theatres—
"Maytimes'" Hit.

Comes a Cropper", Better Go to Italy
i—: : •— —. ———-4"



HMLGA11I-CDRCI COMES TO
TERMS WITH CAMPANINI

Chicago Report Has It the Prima Donna Will Receive
$1,700 a Performance in New York—How the

Blizzard Hurt the Windy City Theatres—
"Maytimes'" Hit.



 



And Then Also—
By Rebecca Drucker

Chesterfield^ CIGARETTES
of IMPORTED and
DOMESTIC tobaccos

—Blended

Mild?
— yet they "

Here's a cigarette, Chesterfield, that is mild, yes. But
they do something never before done by any other mild
cigarette — they let you know you are smoking they
"Satisfy"t You'll understand what "Satisfy" means the
minute you light up your first Chesterfield.

^^Att<6jH^U^o^accoCa-.
SOGrlOC

£Dagazine
Wfh amission ^

The price of a product is determined by the cost of production
plus a reasonable profit.

The cost of production means all that an individual or an in¬
stitution has to pay in producing a given article. It includes
rent, it includes labor, it includes "overhead," it includes
cost of material, it includes deterioration and it includes taxa¬
tion.

Every dollar of extra taxation, therefore, means a dollar of
added cost in the production of an article and a dollar added to
the price of the article. So much for the producer.

Now for the consumer. The purchasing power of the con¬
sumer is his ability to buy. The market of the manufacturer
depends upon the purchasing power of the consumer. Every
dollar that is taken away from the consumer by taxation dimin¬
ishes the purchasing power of the consumer to that extent.

If the purchasing power of every consumer is diminished one-
tenth, the purchasing power of the community is diminished
one-tenth, and the market of the manufacturer is diminished
one-tenth.

Taxation, therefore, adds to the cost of the product and at
the same time diminishes the purchasing power of the consumer.
Consequently the consumer must pay more for every article
and at the same time have less money with which to pay; all
of which tends materially to increase the cost of living, to re¬
duce the standard of living, to limit the market and the profit of
the producer of all kinds, from the manufacturer to the farmer.

These conditions prevail in the home market where all are
subjected to the same kind of taxation, but additional disad¬
vantageous conditions prevail when we come into contact and
competition with foreign producers who are free fromthe handi¬
cap of burdensome taxation.

We must then go into the world's markets, and the world has
no special consideration for our products. It will buy where it
can buy best and cheapest.

If our manufacturers are compelled by high taxation to add
greatly to the cost of their product, and manufacturers of cer¬
tain other countries which have kept free from high taxation
and the conditions which create it are not compelled to add
greatly to the cost of their manufactured product, the producers
of countries at rivalry with ours will undersell our home pro¬
ducers in the markets of the world, and we will be driven out of
the markets of the world by exactly the margin of the excess
taxation that we have to pay at home.

There is still another phase of the disadvantage of excessive
taxation.

Mr. Kahn very clearly set forth the other day the fact that
excessive taxation in any one country tends to drive capital out
of that country into countries where conditions are more favor-

This was stupidly regarded by some as an unpatriotic state¬
ment on the part of Mr. Kahn. It certainly was not so. No
statement of truth which affects the welfare of the country and
deserves the careful consideration of those interested in the
welfare of the country is unpatriotic.

On the contrary, nothing is more patriotic than
honest endeavor to call the attention of the
Government and of the people to acts which
may injuriously affect the
try; and no time is more propi¬
tious than before those acts

are committed and the

country unalterably
embarked upon an
injurious policy.

Mr. Kahn did not

say that capitalists
would be driven out

A J

of the country. He said that capital would be driven out of the
country, and this is true, for capital, like water, naturally seeks
its most favorable level and will inevitably flow into those coun¬
tries where it finds the most favorable conditions and receives
the most liberal returns.

If excessive taxation makes the cost of production high, mar¬
kets limited, and business insecure in one country, capital will
inevitably flow into other countries where taxation is less, the
cost of production lower, profits higher, and business on a firmer
foundation.

For every reason, therefore, for wealth and welfare at home,
for successful competition abroad, it is desirable to keep taxa¬
tion as low as it possibly can be kept and still meet the essen¬
tial requirements of the nation.

For some years, however, there has been in this nation of
ours no sustained attempt to maintain economical administration
in municipal affairs, in State affairs or in national affairs.

The idea has prevailed that any amount of money can be
recklessly spent and that all that is necessary for government
to do is to dip freely into the pockets of the people to meet any
extravagant expenditure.

A reckless, inefficient administrative policy of this kind would
ruin any private business in the world, and if persisted in will
ruin any government in the world.

More modifications in government have been brought about
by burdensome taxation than by any other single cause in the
history of the world; and there is no doubt that unless our

governments—municipal, State and national—display more
administrative, executive and economic ability, there will be
during this century, and possibly in the next decade, very
fundamental modifications in the various American forms of

government.
This is a situation for our rulers and our people to contem¬

plate with care and precaution. Socialistic developments in
government are occurring all over the world. A certain amount
of socialistic development is doubtless desirable, but an anarch¬
istic development is extremely undesirable; and there is no

telling to what lengths the high cost of living, a diminished
purchasing power, a diminution of capital, a limitation of the
wealth of the country and a consequent abatement of employ¬
ment and of prosperity may drive a dissatisfied people

During wartimes the full burden of excessive taxation and
other oppressive conditions is not fully felt because the money
that is being raised by taxation is being freely distributed by
the Government in war orders from which some favored ones

profit and comes into general circulation.
But after wartimes the burden of taxation remains, to pay

the interest on the enormous debts incurred, while the inflation
that made temporary apparent prosperity is past and gone.

That is when dissatisfaction will demonstrate itself, and it
is well now to look ahead and to realize the difficulties and dan¬

gers which extravagance in government and recklessness in
taxation engender. (

Let our Government raise by taxation all the money it needs,
money than it needs.
Let it expend that money carefully and conscien¬

tiously and not scatter it foolishly and in¬
effectively broadcast over the world.

;t our Government be an effec¬

tive, conscientious, economical
adminstrator and execu¬

tor, realizing that
it has in trust the
wealth and welfare
of our people for
the present and for
the years to come.
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LyceumTheatre ThreeNightswithLaborDayan<LWednesdayMatinee, StartingLaborDayMatiflfce,Sept.3. CohanandHarrisPresent CaptainKidd,Jr.
AFARCICALADVENTUREINTHREEACTS ByRIDAJOHNSONYOUNG StagedbySamForrest THECAST

(Intheorderoftheirappearance)
AndrewMacTavishRobertVivian AnExpressmanAlfDeCoursey MayMacTavishMonaBruns

JimAndersonWilfredLytell GeorgeBrentLincolnPlumer MarionFentonAdeleRolland WilliamCarletonCharlesBrown LemuelBushThomasWilliams LuellaBushLauraBennett SamuelDickinsCharlesDowClark GreysonLeeSterrett Green)c(GeorgeFlint BrownJrvyosjDanbyDillon SolomonShearsJohnHarbin JohnLongLouisDeBrauwere SYNOPSIS

ACTI.—MacTavish&Company.TheBookShop. (WaitEightMinutes)
ACTII.—CapeCod.Afewdayslater. (WaitTenMinutes)

ACTIII.—SameasActI.Afewdayslater. Time—ThePresent.
Place—NewYorkandCapeCod. ForCohanandHarris:

ManagerofCompanyJoeDeMilt AdvanceManagerWalterS.Duggan StageManagerAlf.DeCoursey BeginningMonday,Sept.10th,"TwinBeds"withLoisBolton
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Drama'sDebttoSteeleMacKaye'sVitality
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WHEN MASEFIELD WAS "ON HIS UPPERS"
And How He Immortalized a New York Bar-room by Working in it

By Charles Frederick Stansbury
HARRIGAN AND HART



ERMINIE
The Most Popular Operetta Ever Presented in America

By,

I



71 /[A RILYNN MILLER is a recent addition to the1V1 Follies of 1918." The thousands who delighted
will welcome the broader 0pporluniOh, Wad Some Power the Giftie GlUs!

ROBERT HUGH BENSONF. R. BENSON
years old, married,
ate Archbishop of
Zousin of the three I

\RTHUR CHRISTOPHER
BENSON

xty-two years old, unmarne,
ellow and Lecturer Magdalen lc
ge, Cambridge. Author of v,
umerable essays and excursio\
•ito realms of English literam

EDWARD FREDERIC
BENSON

y-two years old, unmarried,
te "Dodo" in '93 and beca
wus. Witty and worldly;
■ned archaeologist as well

a clever writer of fiction

Lillian Lorraine and Fairbanks Ziegfeld Follies, Ne Amsterdam Theatre.

KATHERYN PERRY
in "Ziegfeld Follies"



 



"ZIEEFELD FOLLIES" PROVES
FUN REVIEW

With Rol-
al Comedy
Dancing.

. .. " <£1 r\n r
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JEO. C. TYLER SELECTS THE CAST TYLER TO PRODUCE SERIES
OF "ON THE HIRING LINE" ! nc un" <v° l,"ouOF NEW PLAYS IN WASHINGTON CHIC^GE™E
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MOTHER OF ALMA

TELL PASSES AWAY

j fairy tales that were told in ages of be-
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LYRIC THEATRE
Week Beginning Sunday Night, September 8, 1918

Matinees—Wednesday and Saturday.
_ Evenings, 8:15

Matinees, 2:15.

A. H. WOODS Presents
A New American Comedy-Drama, Entitled

"FRIENDLY ENEMIES"
By Samuel Shipman and Aaron Hoffman

Staged by Harry Ford

SAM BERNARD, REGINA WALLACE, LOUIS MANN, RICHARD BARBlEE and MATHILDE COTTRELLY
in "Friendly Enemies"

trfeai

CHAR
Cast

Walter Stuart
Nora
Marie Pfeiffer
June Block
Karl-Pfeiffer
Henry Block
William Pfeiffer . . .

Richard Murdock ..

James Cameron

ACTERS IN THE PLAY
in Order of Appearance

ivn. v^illiam H. Barwald
Miss Crewe Carvel

.. Miss.Marcella Forreste
Miss Iska Murff

Mr. Harry Lester Mason
Mr. Snitz Moore
Mr. Frank Lyon

Mr. Arthur W. Gill
. .Mr. Charles R. Moore

LOUIS MANN and SAM BERNARD
in ••Friendly F-ncmies" at the Hudson

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I-Living room, of the Pfeiffers, New York City,

5:30 P.M.
ACT II—Same as Act I. Morning of next day.
Note: Tn Act II the curtain will be lowered one.minute to

denote the lapse of four hours.
ACT III—Same as Act I. A few minutes before eight,

evening of the same day. %
PRESIDFNT WILSON, amid a tumultuous Ovation after

the second act of "Friendly-Enemies,""at Wa^ngto^Monday
night, March 5th, said of A. H. Woods offering ,All that 1
can say has already been said most admirably in this beautiful
play. All the sentiments I could express have been admirably
represented — sentiments that, I hope, will soon grip, the
world."

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR MR. WOODS
Company Manager • • -^r' ^
Business Manager • • • • r- a™!"
Advertising Agent Mr. A^G. Coughl n
Stage Manager Mr" Howard S1°at

Next Week—Friendly Enemies
Coming Soon—"Doing Our Bit"

"NEW EDISON Diamond Disc Phonographs
The W. G. Woodmansee Piano Co.

103-5-7 W. Fourth Street, Cincinnati
Distributors of Player Pianos, Pianos, Edison and
Columbia Grafonola and Records. .Terms, within reach of
cvci v family. Call—it will pay you.
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LYRIC THEATRE
Week Beginning Sunday Night, September 8,1918

Matinees-Wednesday and Salm-day^^^ g ^
Matinees, 2:15.

A H WOODS Presents
A New American Comedy-Drama, Entitled^

"FR1ENDI

Walter Stuart

Marie Pfeiffer
June Block
Karl-Pfeiffer
Henry Block ....

William Pfeiffer .

Richard Murdock
James Cameron .

ACT I —Living roc
5:30 P. M.

ACT II—Same as P
Note: In Act II the

denote the lapse of fot
ACT III—Same as

evening of the same d
PRESIDENT WII|

the second act of "Frie
night, March 5th, saic
can say has already b<
play. All the sentime
represented — sentim
world."

. executiI
Company Manager .
Business Manager ..

Advertising Agent .

Stage Manager

Next We
Coming

l&vertfsement tor Belatone

StuMpPghls at Hearing

HUDSON A THEATRE)^™
(Management of the Henry B. Harris Estate)

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit

to your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT
Exit Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

THOMAS J. DRENNAN. Fire Commissioner.

AND

LAUGHTER

A. H. WOODS Presents

SAM BERNARD
AND

LOUIS MANN
In a new American Comedy Drama entitled

FRIENDLY ENEMIES

CHARACTERS IN THE PLAY
(In the Order of Their Appearance)

* Mr. Alan Hale
Miss Eileen Thomas

....Mme. Augusta Burmester

The Theatre
Friendly Enemies" at the Hudson
Louis Mann and Sam Bernard

to Broadway last night, bringingwith them to the Hudson Theatre
"Friendly Enemies," the comedy drama
by Samuel Shipman and Aaron Hoff-

n which has had, and is still having
ong and successful engagement in

Chicago. The personal popularity of

FIRST PLAY OF THE !
SEASON A SDRE HIT!

Woods Theatre
Managing Director

- Treasurer
Lou M. Houseman General Western Representative

Arrh>thrtre jwas desiSned by Marshall & Fox
struction Company.nStrUCted * L°"gaCre C°n"

TWENTY-SIXTH WEEK
Beginning Sunday Evening, September 1, 1918

A. H. WOODS
Presents

A New American Comedy-Drama Entitled

"Friendly Enemies"
By Samuel Shipman and Aaron Hoffman

Staged by Robert Milton



HUDSON ^ THEATRE LOYALTY
AND

LAUGHTER

SAM BERNARD
AND

LOUIS MANN
friendly'"'enemies

lyric theatre
\v~~\r Roarinnins Sunday Nignt, P



HUDSON <£ THEATRE

SAM BERNARD
AND

LOUIS MANN
FRIENDLY ENEMIES

! FIRST PLAY OF THE
SEASON A SURE HIT

LYRIC THEATRE

FRIEND



HUDSON ATHEATRE LOYALTY
AND

LAUGHTER

SAM BERNARD
AND

LOUIS MANN
friendly°'enemies

FIRST PLAY OF THE !
SEASON A SURE HIT

LYRIC THEATRE

FRIEND1

WOODS THEATRE



"FRIENDLY
ENEMIES"

WHO IS AARON HOFFMAN?

'.4 T THE PLAY
MANN SCORES

IN WAR DRAMA
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lUarkatuup (Theatre i ILLINOJl™EATRE
FIRST WEEK

Beginning Sunday Evening, September 1, 1918
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday

SECOND WEEK

Beginning Sunday Evening, September 1, 1918 J , .

Klaw & Erlanger and George C. Tyler

ALEXANDRA CARLISLE
—IN—

BOOTH TARKINGTON and JULIAN STREET'S
New American Comedy in Four Acts,

Entitled

THE COUNTRY COUSIN
WITH ALFRED LUNT
Staged by Robert Milton

The Players

(In the order of their appearance)
MRS. STANLEY HOWITT JULIA STUART
ELEANOR HOWITT .. GENEVIEVE TOBIN
SAM WILSON JACK CROSBY
NANCY PRICE ALEXANDRA CARLISLE
GEORGE TEWKSBERRY REYNOLDS 3RD ALFRED LUNT
STANLEY HOWITT; .'..'....GEORGE SEYBOLT
ATHALIE WAINWRIG^x
MRS. JANE KINNEY NINA HERBERT
CYRIL KINNEY RALPH NEWMAN
MRS. MAUD HOWITT GRACE HAMPTON
ARCHIE GORE LOUIS ANCKER
PRUITT ....PHIL HEEGE

m
Polly with a Past

1

I
ACT I.

Collum's apartment, New York City. Late in J
ACT II.

I ; 6 ;-S«ine

II

I] II
w

1
I?

n i i»
I . With Acclai
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Mr. and Mrs. Lightlywed Fra
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SE-NOW i

NOTHING ON THE STAGE TO EQUAL HIM

,in "SINBAD"

1

TIGER ROSE
in.

The
on the Hearst
All the members of the
The Tribune, resolved to treat this action on the part ofthe newsdealers as an illegal boycott and agreed to sup-

« port Hearst by refusing to sell their papers to any dealer
who stopped buying the Hearst pape

The Tribune, acting alone, announced that it wouldi sell to all newsdealers alike, without discrimination.
Thereupon the Publishers' Association notified the

! American News Company not to deliver The Tribune
to anti-Hearst newsdealers.

The American News Company is a monopoly and1 absolutely controls the distribution of morning papers.It refused to deliver Tribunes to newsdealers who would
I Hearst papers. That was equivalent to taking
of The Tribune's circulation and policy out of

The Tri

newSealers d11^ al°a0' the° d?cided to meet the
stead of $1.40.

5 at $1.20 per hundred in-

r Tribunes at all to any news¬
dealers except at the old Publishers' Association price of
$1.40 per hundred.

That is to say, the American News Company, actingunder instructions from the Publishers' Association, un¬
dertook not only to control The Tribune's circulation
but to dictate the price at which it should be sold to

The Tribune will now

item, and its price to the
imced, $1.20

NEW YORK TPvIBUNE

Messrs Lee and J. J. Shubert Olfer
THE WINTER GARDEN'S JOYLUL PRODUCTION

A L JOL SON

SINBAD

%rptiauDeilies



The W. I. Addi
32S South Sa

Remarkable Values in Coats, Suits,
Dresses, Skirts, Waists and

PROGRAM CONTINUE!

LADIES OF THE ENSEMBLE—Betty Orme, Mabel Ward,
Smith, Francis Keller, Mae Heller, Ray Kosser, Mary Wood,

Scenes Laid in Washington. Time—the Present

ACT I—An entrance hall in the New Hotel.
ACT II—Drawing-room in the home of Celia Gill.
ACT III—Exterior of the Celia Moving-Picture Theatre.

A Sp cial Offer in Genuine
Down Quilts

BOSTON OPERA HOITSF...vnu;

An exceptional value in Down Comforts,
grade French Sateen in dainty designs, fille
large size. Very Special at $15.00.

Chappell-Dyer Co., Inc. NOTHING ON THE STAGE TO EQUAL HIM

JQLSON in "SINB AD"

5f
TIGER ROSE

No-one"s-in-bad here!

"Money back" backs every¬
thing we sell.

Rogers Peet Company

£r!3tdhSty "The atr34?hWsai?
s«2 safe

<5.0 THAI

(jolD ^fRIPE
SILK HOSIERY

garter GOTHAM HOSIERY SHOPS
"pr 5otsr^ve-

hortid's ice Cream
|| The leader in quality for over half a century ||

PARISIAN ||S6th WA
^EoAo^„^yBAND II A LA CYRYSPEC.AL



Manhattan OperaI Iouse

JACK O' LANTERN

'

-.r A":

51
Hotel
St.
Cloud

$1 OO^erdSwIJh ho^tfd cold

$1 50 and $2.00 a day with private bath
The Popular Commercial Hotel

Telephone in all rooms

New Restaurant Now Open
REEVE & WILCOX, Inc-

>xU///

1
Ellis E.

^ Service Station

Lawton, Inc.

I Hi fi

PROGRAM CONTINUE®
SYNOPSIS OF MUSICAL NUMBERS

(Under the Direction of AL ELLIS)
ACT I

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE--NOW

NOTHING ON THE STAGE TO EQUAL HIMAL J OLSON "SINBAD"

TIGER ROSE
By WILLARD MACK

, in.
guest W°sE" k *. * 1

>
. -v must detach therefrom a

• • *0 *■*. ■'***> /
•

c eipt. At .he end of h ... . .
. ..if . vr ?John R. Dicker,on. F. R. C. S., in hi, Idler to Dr. Hugh Cohin of London:

■ ]v 'J'
■v.nue in his' distort the^ t ' ^rfrrm««. «

LEARN YOUR NATIONAL ANTHEM

The Star Spangled Banner
FRANCIS SCOTT KEY

1779-1843
Oh! say can you see by Ae dawn's early light

^

And the rocket's red glare, the bombs bursting7in air, §'
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there!

Oh! say, does that star spangled banner yet wave,
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave!

You Can Add to Your Hair Without
Fear °f Detection

CJPD J

im
f.c.1^,4,8 dcAo.Sitnon6on

506 Fifth Avenue New York

r

ABSOLUTELY PURE
G'VE THE YOUNGSTERS ALL THEY WANT.

f

PROGRAM CONTINUED

•

, - .1

The Genuine Has The Name on Selvage VELUTINA CORDS

! [r 1
[

71—srwar



The Tire That Gives
Double the Wear

The

GENERAL
CORD

The La» t Word in Tire Construction

J. HARRY YORTON STAGE TO EQUAL HIM
in "SINBAD"

MOSX SUCCESSKUL

TIGER ROSE ; m

n R. Dicker,on, F. R. C. S.. in hi, letter to Dr. Hugh
ot admissions charged andggs%!

hiVLTo^fd - ' ' Hmp Kearnv Wants Playe
— MMBMi | i ITr

m

:*W
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Coats and Suits
Arriving daily, all the newest shades and mj

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE-NOW

PROGRAM CONTINUMcT)

8. Forgive and Forget ..

9. Oh, Cecilia
10. Girls, Run Along

For School Days and Play Days

&

Syracuse Rubber Store
in Rubber Goods and Auto Supplies

mm mmm
i nothing on the stag1 AL J OLSON in

stage to equal him' "

SINBAD"



DAVID BELASCO

~

■8*'

II I
Act"*

The Ideal Dessert
Fancy Ice Creams, Water

i dings, Molds of every

1 design you may desire for
A your social functions.

Wf& In .ft

if'/ v.-* ill

u THE. MAGAZINE THEATRE PROGRAM

... &"MZ:^ZG,ST otmirmk
TTf nn MIDNIGHT REVUE.
J. X Vj l2/ Xv atop century theatre

Alexis Kosloff Dancing Studio
145 W£ST 43rd STREET, NEW YORK

LESSONS IN DANCING
CLASSICAL DIRECTOR

ROSE «8§SH -£>"»•
1
' E.es.*Mt^l"'.'L,oS,S0A,t;pTpeeras,re TO\-i\$ST
( Pop. Wed. Mat. 25c to $1.00

H
£§g Ka

private lessons Phones. Circle 56)0
by appointment and 5498

'

FIRST BAICOHY FLOOR DtoCCTORY

i ;; I-

i 1 CK - "■

n
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EMPIRE THEATRE

&££*& awat
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LEITER BROS. 3£a PIANOS

^ 'V*:rW«l %<«&j*
lSBL

BOSTON OPERA HOIISF-ma»,

■

^SH|nbad»

TIGER ROSE in

DAVID BELASCO

TIGER
ROSE

| CENTURY GROVE
MIDNIGHT REVUE

TOfl!aCoHT

Alexis Kosloff Dancing Studio
145 WEST 43rd STREET, NEW YORK

CHARACTER
DANCING,

an. tisz-

Robert ^ugh^'Albert'^E^^ni.'



"THE BLUE PEARL" IS'
SHOWN AT LOHGACRE

'THEBLUEPERRL'
OPENS SEASON IT

THELONEHGRE
Dramatic Mystery Play Has

Fine Cast Headed by

LEE and J. J. SHUBERT, Proprietors and Managers

SEASON 1918-1919

MALLINSON &

"The New

? RUFF A f.'l >'
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L. P. HOLLANDER & GO.
Interesting Price Reductions

in

Women's Suits
Suits of Serge, Tricotine and Mannish Tweeds,in Plain Tailored and Belted Models

$45
Value $65

Sport Suits
A Limited Number in

Knitted Cloths

'THE BLUE PEW
OPENS SEM IE

THEMCM
)ramatic Mystery Play Has

Fine Cast Headed by



BAGS at STOWELL'S
Finely Acted by Splendid

Cast at Longacre
Theatre.

Holding a first-night audience

the crucial question as to 'who among

the gay throng of society folks in the

droug blue pearl, which was suspended •
on the alabastar bosom of Mrs. Sybul
Kent, Anne Crawford Flexner's mys-)

ducers, the Messrs. Shubert at the

Longacre Theatre on Thursday night. |
It is a play full of surprises, and

throughout, the sort of a drama which I
grips emd holds. Moreover, it has been
given a very fine production and a cast
which could not b# improved on if the
profession was raked over again. The j
pearl which gives the title to Mrs.
Crawford's entertaining play was orig- :
inally the property of Mrs. Holland ;
Webb, but In the first act her philander- .

ing hubby presents it as a token of jhia love to Mrs. Kent, a society vam¬
pire with whom he is spending a week- |
end at Atlantic City, under circum- '

scanclal and divorce proceedings, both !
1 of which arrive at the final curtain, af- j
ter Webb's escapage is discovered by j

24 Winter Street
Jewelers for 98 Years

a wheel chair, a couple romanticlv*;,
inclined, and the murmuring of
sad sea waves are the chief elem» I .

of interest. But once this n«,cl/
scene has gone the way of all p0*
logues, the play settles down i^Yir
the unraveling of a rather comM.

. cated mystery. ..1
! It is rather reminiscent of " Th,l
Thirteenth Chair" with its suggesjtion of hypnotism and its minuttJ
proceedings in the discovery of thtl
guilty person who really committed!
the crime, but it is a reminder, that!

! is all. On the whole, the new Shu-1
bert play contains all the ingredients:
of success. It is for the most part
original, well balanced, and the sus-j
pense is maintained consistently to I
the very end.

Presumably, Mrs. Keut did not know
that the precious gem of azure hue be¬
longed to the wife of her paramour. Af-

I ter she accepted it she bad a loving In-

| brazenly to Mr3. Webb'* reception
where it was instantly seen by her hos-

j tess, who started something—the action
: of the play then proceeded rapidly,
j There is a Russian pianist present, who
j is fascinated by the beauty of the jewel,

hypnotist, Mrs. Kent demands that she
i be put under a spell by him. While
1 she is being hypnotized the lights go
'

out; when thoy are turned on again,
the pearl is gone.

| efforts to discover who stole the gem

suspicion. George Nash, in the role of

the investigation and, ably, too. He
finally discovers that the pearl was
stolen by its original owner, Mrs. Webb,
and all the guests who have been on the
grill are allowed to exit. Mrs. Webb
goes off, too, with her brother to get
a divorce. Mr. Nash as the police com¬
missioner carries off the acting honors

ished, suave arid striking character por¬
trayal of the official.

Julia Bruns, beautiful as "the woman

who did not care" of Burne-Jones pic¬
ture, acted with distinction and won

a notable individual success as Mrs.
Kent. Grace Carlyle was lovely and :
appealing as the abused wife. C. |
Oliver Smith and Annie Hughes Were |splendid in character comedy roles. |
and Dorothy Klewer was delightful in 1
an Ingenue role.

It deals with rather a fast set in
this little town of ours, which hast"?
plenty of room for sets with all :
kinds of standards. These particu-l
lar people have rather a loose wayr'
of living that leads them into difficult^
situations upon occasion. The inter-J"
est centers around a young wifef"

taining musical celebrities at her
well ordered home, but whose hus- :

bknd spends his odd moments in the 1
society of other ladies, one in par- [
ticular with which the play is con- [>'.>

He gives her a rare gift, a blue '
pearl, which mysteriously disappears !
at an impromptu seance after one
of the wife's social functions. Sus¬
picion centers upon each one of the
guests for their various personal con¬
nections with the gem, and had it
not been for the assiduous inquiries

: made by Stephen Drake, the police
j commissioner who incidentally has

a whole souled admiration for his
j long suffering hostess, the blue pearl
, might have disappeared forever and

a day. But it turned up obligingly
I in the last act with no harm done,

but if inference be correct, with a
I great deal of happiness for two per¬

sons who otherwise might never
I have hoped for it.

The general excellence of the cast
| is an outstanding feature of the pro-

Iduction. George Nash, as the gen¬tleman policeman, is as suave and as
capable a custodian of the city's
peace as could be asked for. He

I has a great deal of charm and nat-
I ural dignity which is a rare and a
I delightful combination. Julia Bruns
I shows what an attractive thing a
I well bred adventuress can be, and
I she gave a vivacious and intelligent
I performance.
I Grace Carlyle played the role of
I the injured wife with a dignified i
I simplicity, while some delightful
I comedy was supplied by Oliver Smith
I as a well meaning Englishman and
1 Annie Hughes as an energetic spouse.
I Orlando Daly overacted a trifle upon

■ formance on the whole was very

"The Blue Pearl"
A comedy drama in three acts by

Anne Crawford Flexner. Produced
by the Shuberts at the Longacre
Theater, Aug. 8.
Rolling Chair Boy william^avid
Angelica Topping Dorothy Klewer
Hooper McHugh G. Oliver Smith
Mrs. H. Augustus Topping.Annie Hughes
Major H. Augustus ToPPin«'a]mer Col,ins
HoUand Webb °.° jt"ia°B?uns

Madame' Petroisky^.. Yolande ^uquette

I " The Blue Pearl," which was pre- S
sented at the Longacre Theater lastB
week, develops into another of those ■

'

mystery dramas which never fails to
please a public that loves to have*,
something to puzzle over. \A

Anne Crawford Flexner has given y
an original twist to the opening of^
her play. It takes place on thej
boardwalk at Atlantic City^ where L

JULIA BRUNS and ORLANDO DALY
in "The Blue Pearl" at the Longacre.

IE BLUE PEARL'
i OPENS SEASON 11

THE LONGACRE
Dramatic Mystery Play Has

Fine Cast Headed by
George Nash.

("THE BLUE'PEARL" IS
j SHOWN AT LONGACRE

A Servant. ...

Kiokem....
Tapem

Prince Stubb.

. Scene 3—A Street in Bagdad(Designed by Ernest Gros; painted by John Young)

/T- . Scene 4^-in the Perfumed East(Designed by Watson Barratt; painted by P. Strahlendorff)

,-p. . , LSce°e 5^-The Palace of Sinbad(Designed by Ernest Gros; painted by P. Strahlendorff)

. ... Fritzi Von Busing
Kitty Doner

John Kearney
.... Virginia Smith

. . . . Constance Farber
• • • • • •.. - Ernest Hare

. . .Mile. Rita Zalmani
Martin Ferrari

Forrest Huff
A1 Jolson

Betty Touraine

Frank Graoe
Johnny Berkes

... Irene Farber
. • Virginia Fox Brooks
... Franklyn A. Batie

Kitty Doner
Virginia Smith

Hazel Cox
Ernest Hare

John Kearney

Love Knots Lurk in the
Bottom of Every Cup of

SALADA
Insist upon getting the genuine.
Packed in air-tight metal packets
to protect its goodness.

H. R. MALUNSON & iX

"The New Silks F * !

ison Ave. 31st Street

DIENOE
jjets You Up Fine



MEN enjoy the greatest garter satisfac¬tion by wearing the Boston. It fitsperfectly—is easily and quickly adjusted-stays in place until released and holds thesock smooth without binding.
Boston Garter

EVERYWHERE ANDVPWARD
: GEORGE^^COM^YrBOSTO^MAKERS OF

|Velvet Grip Hose Supporters
L. {for Worn

Jp!
Ir' : printed

! :yjj H. R. MALLINSON & CC
"The New sak*f^"-'

'

-

, ;'son Ave.-31 st Street I

KRSl*1 You Up Fine it

"THE BLUE PEARL" IS
! SHOWN AT LONGACRE

New

(•D'dkmmtr

3ft. p. ©'(Jfrnmot (£n.
157 Tremont St.
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Shubert-Wilbur Theatre NOW

CARBONE, INC

Florist
Import

Unusual Flowers and Venetian Glass

NORA BAYES

LADIES FIRST
BIGGEST LAUGHING SHOW IN TOWN

"THE BLUE PEARL" 15
SHOWN AT LONGAGRE



GRIFFIN-SMITH, Inc.
Publishers and

BOSTON OPERA PROGRAM

12 WEST STREET

BisM5rs""d BOSTON, MASS.

Boston's Leading Theatres and Successes

PLYMOUTH

Evenin^at.8.20 Prompt
Thurs. and Sat. at 2.20

SHUBERT

Ye WILBUR

MAJESTIC

PARK SQUARE

AL JOLSON

A SLEEPLESS NIGHT

THE EYES OF THE WORLD

CLUNE'S CINEMA PRODUCTION

NORA BAYES
"LADIES FIRST"

THE BIRD OF PARADISE

"WHY MARRY?"
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A Smile With
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Be HXnilburtDbeatre
Direction . . j 6? J. J. Shubert

Week of May 6, 1918

RICHARD WALTON TULLY

(James G. Peede, Gen. Mgr.) Presents

Mr. & Mrs. SIDNEY DREW

"KEEP HER SMILING'
By John Hunter Booth, author of
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StandardSECRET SERVICE MELODRAMA AT j
COHAN AND HARRIS THEATRE. |

THREE FACES EAST
VIOLET HEMING

'"VioletrJiemin^Doingtfie.Best^Work offierStage CareertfieDfystery J-'Iay cJhree'73races

Play at the Cohan & Harris
Finely Staged and Well

Acted,
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EUtMETT CORRIGAN and
VIOLET HEMING

on GREy

* | > i

Violet Heming in the role of
rtelene keeps every one guessing

Which° -hef Place in "hes™

»-

"Three Faces East"
By Anthony Paul Kelly

The Most fascinating; Mys
Itery Play Ever Written
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'SAN CARLO COMPANY
OPENS WITH "AIDA"



FLO-FLO HAS
GOOD COMEDY
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DR. ANGELIS FOR
"ROCK-A-BYE BABY»

: Role by

TOM CONKEY IN
"FIDDLERS THREE"

fied with the MetSlS ^era Com-

GREAT THRONG PAYS
LAST TRIBUTE TO

tend Funeral of the

r Beatrice Beckley: Mrs. James K. Hackett
Now Creating the Role of Lady

Successful Revival of Oscar Wilde's Comedy, "The Ideal Husband"

TRUNK FRY UND
FOMIOIM

501 MINED
xur PRnm VJ. m RH PPR, ■? ^ - ^ ^ bgam the next" - ! Anna Held Dies

iiiiiteglBfijgii.
{No. Not Frances White, but I <nSj EBHHBESB'iHis Other ex-Wife, Lee and goingTn ^bUsed Mat^. his

^ •*'\h°-r apa*mcnt* at' the Hotj
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and ifd?L°afuSfceIisa with°m! T " ^t t t0 Clarence

discussion, which requires that I be con- 'Throw him out, Mike,' I'd 'a' beat it
stantly on the^ alert for little occur- fast. But Clarence is a name that is
sion, impromptu or otherwise, must ^I go to the telephone,"""which is ring-have a climax. That is the reason a ing. "You say you-all ordered two
comedian of my type must have abso- whiskies sent up to No. 12?" I ask.
lute assurance and faith in himself. If "My goodness, man, I done sent twelve
I were to get self-conscious I would be whiskies up to No. 2. I'll hustle right
helpless, for I have no lines to follow. up to No. 2, and if they're able to speak.,I take off my gloves, showing my I'll fix things up."
white hands. (I am in blackface.) Now, why is it that that is a never-
When ^ first tegan that, somebody failing, sure-fire laugh-maker? I don't

as if I were doing it purposely. So I think it will go over to an audience. I
t of a song. I try

: in the world had A t
heard about me. So I decided to quit.
I was twelve years old. "I'd better tell

me the show'll be "TLtTme/'TsSproudly.
corner poiiceman-t tnougnt everyone

ESSiHSSr EE?
I went out to the Cottage Grove stage box. My act went splendidly; I

Music Hall and asked^the manager for took several encores j^and as I went off
turn in an hour During that interim, "I hope you paid to get in."
the music hall burned down. I went I felt that Wilson had come to look

for the rest of the season, going next to me while I hung around the stage en-
New York, where I sang in Tenderloin trance. I stayed there an hour, and I
cafes until the Gerry Society caught me had about decided that I wasn't a dis-

more laughs. But I had created a sit- and I wouldn't put a ten-to-one bet on
uation and I needed a climax. In other any of them. You never can tell
words, I had to say something. whether they will be a riot or a flivver.

jt will be mine>"hI grinned.^ That J WENT on^ the stage when I was

lesque show—at twenty dollars a week!
-singing "My Jersey Lily." My
single debut was at the Trocadero in

/, after all, v

lence. You can't give it credit for One day I wen/to see A1 Reeves' bur-
1 one of the girls

want you to. People go to a musical sang "I'd Leave My Happy Home for

want to°thinks ^ ^ rig^bLftoT? ^^ ^

Chicago in 1901, where I
Central, Give Me H

As a next ve

Sled ^"vaudeville t with what^we
argued back and forth for a couple of
weeks before I signed a contract to go
with him for one hundred and twenty-
five dollars a week, I to pay my wife's
railway fare. At the end of a few

1't eat. Then we teamed ^up with weeks
> I got up at four o'clock

ne morning, had my trunk stolen out
f the theater, and Wife and I departed

fifEddCa?mthe^ewho booked the In¬
terstate Circuit^saw meat a B. P. a E.

hai ^Splaying^rLittk^RSk, Arkan-

t^eThim^I had heardthat p

I returned to vaudeville. Ralph
dn't like his position on one of

1 and the bills in Chicago, and refused to go
it. I on—in spite of his four hundred dollars

a week. The manager telephoned to
me, shoved me in as a substitute, and

One day the Reeves' show was play-
gus ing at Sam T. Jack's in Chicago, giv-

knmv each'other ?grammar ^ ^ SL^Ree Ts ould W U 1

DR. ANGELIS FOR
"ROCK-A-BYE BABY"
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Pleasing Comedy Convincing-,

| ly and Nicely Portrayed by
Well-balanced Cast.



RUN FULL :I /< iLASCO EXTENDS ENGAGEMENT OF , ' FAVERSHAM AND MAXINE ELLIOTT
WARFIELD IN "THE AUCTIONEER" "LORD AND LADY ALGY" AGAIN

W«Ln!'waLrfi?r,l and |j -- .T* Am^ican PlayS

I the week"!!f'Sept!'9.^^°F6 ^f^8 ^ay ^he^wrot^m col^abjaUon^^itJ tot^n spite _of^ ^anagement^ of^ thie Iteiry Je^e£

i, who is now. in I

3 K. & E. Rent for

New York to be c

t Tuesday. This was

SlsSJSSsi:
|erc ner^at the^Lambs Club by George V. redecoration and alteradons.^The
I | barkation to go back to the front. Inc!

fo?d. ?nWpkcTorthe twelve chorus nes! Law ford'and Mother member's
men^the abhors provided for Mr of^ ^edn'eS m^rnTng forTnveT

=~£H»SS

GERTRUDE HOFFMAN

The words and music of '

C.-.M^SATK S2ar,L"l?!sr.IE
musical play "Head Over Heels," military revue on camp life. There
the book and lyrics by Edgar Allan are twenty-two musical gems in the

iz :"o7&&ssr G""" Bost"on 23 2K3.7rfW:
The Actors' Fund of America is middle of August, a fortnight more

given $2,000 will see the season of 1918-1919 in
The estate left by Mr. Dingwall is full swing. On Aug. ^9 the Park

cutaTon October^ S^ltlTwafsigned heads the company. "Maytime" is
in the presence of Leon Laski. a doing a good business at the Shu-
theatrical lawyer of 315 West 115th bert, and "Oh, Lady! Lady!!"
street, and Frank McKee, who re- pleases at the Wilbur. Mitzi and her

"LOCK OF THE NAVY," SPY
PLAY, PRODUCED IN LONDON



ROBERT RENDEL AND ELISABETH RISDON
In G,.n,l||. Barker's C.m.dy, ..Th. M„,rl.
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EVERYTHING' IS
RIEHT.TDU EETIT

AT HIPPODROME
New Show Has Many Spec¬

tacular Sensations and
De Wolf Hopper.

"Everything" Is right, that is what
the new gigantic Hippodrome spectacle
is, and a bit more. It is, for one thing,
a. revelation of the powers a
of De Wolf Hopper a

If the big show had been
"De Wolf Hopper, Superactor," it would
not have been much amiss. Never be¬
fore in any Hippodrome production has
one star so dominated things. All the

that wa have been taught

Compliments of

Charles L. Wagner

D. F. McSweeney

Ifyou

Standing on carpet
while in the New
York Hippodrome,
you have your feet
on one item sup^

plied by

Not for Tango Not for Music
BUT FOR FOOD

JACK'S
OPPOSITE HIPPODROME

Cape Cod Oysters Maine Lobsters
Steamed Soft Clams

A Specialty

W. B. McVickar Company
Sanitation Chemists

for the

HIPPODROME

k THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO..NC
I PHOTO ENGRAVERS DESIGNERS ELECTROTYPERS
' 225 West 39th St. YORK.

Lubovska, the premiere danseuse, alwaysfinds perfect expression of her art in



1

HIPPODROME
Sunday Evening', April 13th, 1919

i"on to tne nippociro
the Great and Only

cn-prf-d.

^ (Lyric by John L. Golden. Music by Win. M. Daly)

si.



 



 



CHURCHILL'S

THE BEST RESTAURANT SHOW EVER SEEN ON BROADWAY



NEW YORK HIPPODROME

SLAItman Sc (Sin.
The Vanguard of the Autumn Fashions

provides the main
devoted! to the

FURS IN THE FASHIONABLE MODELS

ilahtBott Amntitr - jFtftlr Aimutr, fatk******

sent for a reference envelope. Out of
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How Frances
White '"Arrived"

S&cAfenUewi

Gowns, Fur Coats, ifcr.r,
Tailored Suits,, Blouses,

Trimmed Millinery De Wolf IToppei?

"Get the sensation —

YOU can
a day's hard

If you

Wh

bliss of this s_____
tion Will exceed
all expectation,
A'nd you'll know
when once you've
tried it, This is true.



OVINGTON'S
COVINGTON'S, one of the oldest andW largest china houses in the country,

lor the womaiv

who is doing her bit
Q\L^/aSpirite
jOS CORSETS

312-314 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

How Frances
White "Arrived"



 



 



FATIMA

Mew YorK. Hippodrome
CHARLES DILLINGHAM, Msiuger

Gtilhier Dillingham Ttieafares and Attractions
GILOBE

. ~~THEATRE K A

CHARLES DILL'NGHAM PCM^d
At the COLONIAL THEATRE, Chicago

Fred Stone
Jaeii Os Lantern

At tfee COLOHIAL THEATRE, Boston

Raymond Hltclkeocli
liitcftiy Koo 1918

At tfi&e CRS1ERSON THEATRE

Thomas A. Wise
c°t™csa>,or Mr. Barnum

IN PREPARATION
Ji*lia Joseph CliftonSandersom Cawthorn Crawford

DOYLE (D,DIXON
IN PREPARATION ON TOUR

Bacfe, to Earth Chin-Chin



How Frances
I White '"Arrived"



TO-NIGHT
A Combination Supper11 P. M. till closing

75c. to $1.50

TOM BROWN S CLOWN BAND

SKATE
DANCEKS AT PALACE A HIT.ROLLER

SKATES
HIPPODROME

OUTFIT
FOR MEN OR WOMEN

ICE
SK. ATE
OUTFIT
FOR MEN OR WOMEN1DAVEGAS

SKATES
are used and endorsed
for three seasons byN. Y. Hippodrome, intheir bigskating scenes,and by their famous

1Q For rink or hockey. Good quality temperedQ steel skates. Good quality leather shoe, felt-lined tongue with strap.
Canal St. 1S Cortland St., near B'way

Styles for racing, fancy skating or rink use-
Winslow Skate, fine quality leather shoe i

across ankle. Ladies' shoes extra high c

831 Broadway, near 13th St.

How Frances
White "Arrived'

The production of The Follies of 1916
had not been under way more than fif¬
teen minutes on the opening night inNew York before the audience was
aware that Florenz Ziegfeld had made
a discovery.

From the programme it was learned
that this new discovery was Frances
White, but who she was or where she

eran playgoers who sat out front on
that ijiemorable evening.

I All they knew was that a diminutive
girl, some four and a fraction feet tall,
wearing a lavender frock and with a

her left ear, was appearing- as the
beauty banner event of the year and re-

J ceiving the unanimous and immediate
approval of persons who had paid as
high as $50 a seat. They also knew
that they were in the presence of his-

°They soon11 discovered that Miss
White four vears previously, at that jj
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MISS MAISIE CURTIN

NEW YORK HIPPODROM

Pg\rfe. d> Taflford
Temptingly Delicious

CllOCOlateS and Bonbons

A confection of quality
for those who discriminate

3f, I How Frances
!| White "Arrived"
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Vanderbilt
and Madison

Avenues,
43rd and 44th

Streets,
New York

Just

around the

corner

from the

Hippodrome

'HE largest and most successful of



Tlh® BHJLTMOM.E

Vanderbilt
and Madison

Avenues,
43rd and 44th

Streets,
New York

HTHE largest and most successful of American Hotels in the* social and business centers of the Metropolis. Convenient toeverything, and in the heart of the theatre and shopping districts.
MANY UNUSUAL and EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
Including Library, Attractive Lounge Restaurants, Cafes, Grill, Banquet Halls,Supper Dancing Rooms, Luxurious Turkish Baths, Italian Sunken Gardens, etc.
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that they »ere lit the pre,ence ot hts-
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FRANK BACON'S INTEREST IN THE SCHOOLING OF
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Jane Oaker, who is appearing in "Lightnin'" at the Gaiety.

Frank Bacon Acted '*Wherever the Train Stopped
Stolidly the actor-novelist pulled

i away at his cigar as he concluded
the tale. It was in vain that I
searched his features for the trace

; of a betraying smile. Frank Bacon
is quite as mysterious a personality

■ off stage as on, and if you want to
knovr whether you are being
"kidded" when you are talking with

i him you must consult your own sen-
1 sibilities. His sharp profile bent in¬
scrutably over the haze of cigar ,

smoke, he enjoyed a moment's rev¬
erie and continued: "Now that

they've got me to make 'Lightnin'' j
1 into a novel, I get to thinking of old 1
days as the folks back home send in
copies of the book to be autographed.

'' Out on the Coast we used to get pay-
" .nent for our performances in all

sorts of w^ys. In Utah we took
Mormon scrip. In Astoria, Ore.,
where fishing was the great indus¬
try, fish were legal tender, and we
took them in at the box-office and

; disposed of them later We
' used to say that as soon as the
orchestra began playing the scales
the fish^came swimming in."

Chained to the Piano

For all that his stolid face indi-

cated the author of "Lightnin'"
2 might have been delivering the

his shoes. And when 'Lightnin'' di\\
get on to Broadway, after a longjA
long wait, I had the shoes ready. ;;
We've been running for two year3 j
now, and the old shoes are getting a

bit worn. I am afraid they are not
going to last the part out, and now :

my wife suggests that I have them
mended and lay them aside. One ji
comfort about having "him in the !
book is that he -won't wear out those j
shoes any more."

Mrs. Bacon, whose faith in "Light-1
nin' " held out for twenty years, has )
not lost interest in the role with j
which her husband is so closely jit linked now that the day she confi-
dently predicted has come. The j

| other day she ventured down from \
| her place at Bayside, L. I., to make j

a tout of the big bookshops of New j

York, and make sure they were all!
properly stocked up on "Lightnin'.'? I
On her first try she was so surprised i
to find that the book actually was on
the shelves behind the counter that f
when the business-like clerk set it!
out before her she quite unnecessa- j
rily bought it and retired in confu-
sion. But Mr. Bacon says that his ij
wife is getting more experienced as

£/~Br KNEW a miner once who•• I had spent most of his life
_M_ looking for gold without

finding it. Then one day
he made a strike, and he became a
rich man. He had all the money
he wanted to spend for anything,
but there was one thing he wanted.
All he wanted was strawberry jam.
He couldn't spend all his money on
Strawberry jam, but still—all he
(wanted was strawberry jam!"

So said Frank Bacon, actor-au¬
thor of "Lightnin'," one of the
greatest successes in the history of
the American stage, which he has
just made into a novel. Brushing
back the thick gray hair that is in¬
separably associated with both
Lightnin' and with Frank Bacon,
he reflected a moment and con¬

tinued : "I dont know but what I'm
like that miner. All my life I have
been dreaming of some day getting
on Broadway and making a strike.
I have made my strike—and now
all I want to/do is to go right on
playing 'Lightnin'.' There is some¬

thing in the soul of an actor that
makes him crave the sight of a full
audience above everything else—un¬
less it be the applause of that au-

. dience. . . . No, I don't think it's
true that I am Ligntnin'. But I
kind of enjoy being Lightnin' for a
while—on the stage. And now

they've made me put him in a novel, ]
and they tell me that I'm an
author."

"Lightnin'," conceived by Mr.
Bacon, interpreted by him on the
stage, and now put into book form,
is the tale of "Lightnin'" Bill;
Jones, so called because he was as
slow as lightning is fast; of his
hotel—mostly for divorcees—on the
border between California and Ne¬
vada; and of how a clever East¬
erner almost, but not quite, suc¬

ceeded in swindling the hotel from
Bill Jones's family. In the book,
published by the Harpers, Mr.
Bacon develops the romance of Bill
Jones's daughter and of hla young
pal, Jim Marvin.

Still "Bake" in San Jose
If Frank Bacon does not take too

seriously this business of being an

author, now that "Lightnin'" has
been published as a novel, perhaps it
is because he has not taken anything
too seriously In his picturesque
career. The Frank Bacon of to-day,

: playwright and novelist, is quite the
same whimsical, boyish,, fun-loving
"Bake" that the folks back in Cali¬
fornia used to know. True, the folks
are a bit surprised by the develop¬
ments of the last two years. "When
I first went away from home to get
into the wicked play-acting game,"
he recalled, smiling, "my father was ;
onvinced that I had disgraced the
hole family. 'Frank,' he wrote to j
3, 'the whole town is talking about j
u!' San Jose wasn't such a bi&J
-n, but a scandal could get abouM

e fast. . . • My sister frorj

'LIGHTNIN'"ROAD CO.
AVERAGE $18,000 WK.

Three-Day Stands Spread Out
to Seven.

'back home came to New York to see
the play a few weeks ago. 'Frank,'
she said, 'if father were alive to-day,
I know what he would be saying. It
would be—the whole town is talking
about you !*"

Just when the scandalous idea of
going on the stage first occurred to

| him, Mr. Bacon does not know. He
s has a sneaking suspicion that it was j
i born with him. At any rate, it was
.•promptly suppressed whenever it
; was mentioned at home in the early
days, and young Bacon became at- j

j tached to the staff of a local news-!
: paper, with a roving assignment at
picking up "locals," advertisements,
and town gossip in general. He kept
at this work well into his twenties,
having a pleasant time of it and be¬
ing just plain "Bake" to the whole

.town-(he still is). Then one day
^ word went out that a brand-new
show, bigger than anything that had
ever come San Jose way, was sched¬
uled to hit town. When he saw the
billposter come along with bright-

| hued lithographs of the show, young-
Bacon was through with all other
interests for the day. "I just fol¬
lowed the billposter around all that
day," he told, with his quizzical
smile. "At last I got the courage to
strike up a conversation with him,
and he told me in an offhand way
that the cast of the show was short
one man. That was all I wanted to
know. I went to the hotel where the

NOBLES IN "LIGHTNIN'

>RANK BACON, beloved Broadw
Saint Patrick's "Day had played tl
568 consecutive times at the Ga

of "A Trip to Chinatown, which (

FRANK BACON
From a Painting by

JOSEPH CUMMINGS CHASE
long held the



 



 



i.old and incom
bacon's only

IF COLD STAYS, MAYPLA

By TRACY
jpRAXK BACON'S only troubles are a
has bothered him only of recent

mi '

1

I visited him in 1

Tt ^uhtr!'V/-ma" f0T bV star'
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